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1 he San I rjncisco Siring Quartet.

Silence is an important part of music...

Celebrating the
first 15 years
of Dolby noise
reduction
1965-1980
□□ Dolby
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DOLBY LABORATORIES
731 Samome Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
346 Clapham Road, London S1A/9
Dolby and the double-D symbol are trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. sso 2560

Coming
Next
Month
• I he July issue ol db is a continuation
of our three-part series on Radio and
Recording. Part 11 will feature special
emphasis on studio construction for all
types of budgets. Also, included in the
July issue, as a special treat to our readers,
is a Directory of Construction Services.
1 hen, Norman Crowhurst continues his
discussion of human hearing in "A.G.C.
and Other Things." So be prepared for
an action-packed issue of db—The Sound
Knglneering Magazine.
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• Fantasy Film's newest film mixing facility in Berkeley, California, features a
three-man computerized Harrison mixing
console, seven levels of theater seating,
and an extensive integration of acoustical,
electrical, and mechanical systems. Acoustic design by Jeff Cooper of Los Angeles.
As of press time, db has learned that
Fantasy Films has been renamed Saul
Zaentz Film Center. (Photo by William
Lovi)
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4^ Letters

To I m Editor:
I read with eagerness Norman Crowhurst's article, "Grounds and Hum." in
the February issue ol db. It is interesting
to see how we got where we are today. In
the section on ground loops, though, he
neglects to give us a cure to the problem
ol the amp and preamp with metal
chassis touching each other. Obviously,
setting a copy of your fine magazine in
between the units would isolate them, but
what if they are mounted in an E1A metal
rack (as used in laboratories or portable
sound reinforcement, i.e. multiple power
amp configuration)? There must be a way
to eliminate ground loops without
wrapping each amp in insulation material. not to mention the metal screws
holding the units against the metal rack
rails. 1 would appreciate hearing from
anyone who knows the answer to this
problem.
Gary Gand
Sound Engineer

And over 55 lines including:
AKG, Ampex, Annis, Auratone, Beyer, BGW, DBX,
Deltalab, ElectroVoice,
Eventide, Gauss, Ivie, JBL,
Klipsch, Koss, Leader, Lexicon, Master Room, MRL,
Neumann, Orban, Otari,
Revox, Roland, Sequential
Circuits, Scotch, Sennheiser, Shure, Sony, Sound
Workshop, Stanton, STL,
Tangent, Tapco, Tascam,
Teac, Technics, UREI, Vega

piK>nui>iaMMy3
Professional Audio Equipment and Services
(206) 367-6800
11057 8th NE, Seattle, WA 98125
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db Replies;
The February column, ahoul Grounds
and Hum, brought more reader responses
than usual, of which the above is one.
It seems my mistake was in thinking that
modern applied technology had "cured"
all the huni problems from which we used
to suffer: apparently some people
still suffer!
To answer this question, there must be
only one ground connected between two
chassis where signal passes front one
to the other. If that connection is by
contact of the chassis with the rack
frame, then there must be no ground
connection between the internal circuitry, through the signal interconnection.
In general, this means that the input
of the power amp, in the example he
quoted, will be grounded, but the output
from the preamp should not he. Of
course the input to the preantp is
grounded, and that ground line will
carry through to the output, in many
modern circuits. In this case, the input
to the power amp should not be grounded,
except through the preamp ground liite.
When a ground line passes through
circuits covering such a large gain, you
may run into a ground line hum. which
is not due to a loop, but to residual supply
hunt causing hum potentials in the ground
line itself that get ant/tlified. This calls
for extremely careful design of the internal circuitry of each unit involved, to
avoid even extremely low level ground line
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fact:
"I listened to them all...
and nine times out of ten,
with our artists, the best
microphone was the SM81"
Criteria
Recording Studios,
Miami, Florida

Dennis Hetzendorfer,
Staff Engineer
"The true sign of a really excellent microphone is
that it can maintain its high performance, session
after session after session. Here at Criteria,
when the situation permits, several different
microphones are set-up at each instrument,without the engineer knowing which mike is exactly
where. We then fade from mike to mike and let
our ears find out which is best for each application. Nine times out of ten, with our artists, the
best microphone has been the SM81.
"The switchable bass rolloff and pad (a built-in
10 dB attenuator) gives the SM81 incredible versatility. We can use it with bass drums and cymbals, as well as with acoustic guitars. In fact, all
the acoustic guitar segments on the Bee Gees'
Spirits Having Flown album were recorded with
the SM81.
"The SM81 really changed our minds about the
ruggedness of condenser microphones. It's a
precision piece of equipment, but it's durable.
You don't always think about a studio microphone needing durability...after all, we don't
have the rough handling problems encountered
in concert recording. But, when you have a reputation as one of the most technically exacting
studios in the country, you appreciate how many
little things can subtly affect the sound of a delicate condenser microphone. The SM81 sounds
good every time we use it... and, at Criteria, as in
any good studio, we just can't afford to have a
microphone we can't depend on.
"We've used the SM81 on recording sessions
with the Bee Gees and Kenny Loggins and you
can be sure there will be more.
"It's one great mike!"

Send for our brochure.
SM81 Cardioid Condenser Microphone by

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Harlrey Ave,, Evanston, IL 60204. In Canada; A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited.
Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc., Attn: Dept. J6 for information on your local Shure distributor.
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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mikes by mail?

for less?

why not!™
tutci ttuccfc tHotef
The Mike Shop™ now sells audio equipment
as well as mikes by mail! for less!
Write or call us with vour requirements or for our price sheet.

The Mike Shop™
PO Box 366A, Elmont. NY 11003 (516) 437-7925
A Division of Omnisound Ltd.
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with

STL

magnetic

precision
test

tapes

These dependable tapes are used by broadcasters,
recording studios, equipment manufacturers,
governments and educators throughout the world.
STL offers the most accurate reference in the widest
variety... Alignment, Sweep, Pink Noise, Level Set,
Azimuth, and Flutter and Speed. Available in reel to reel,
cartridges for broadcast and 8-track and cassettes.
Also available is the Standard Tape Manual which offers
a ready reference for the busy recordist.
Write or phone for fast delivery. Write for free catalog.
SllU STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.
26120 Eden Landing Road /
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-3546
\
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/nim. w hich ! fully helieved everyone hud
taken care of by now. when I wrote the
February column.
// vou encounter a case where this is not
true, that is. where hunt is still not acceptable low when you un-xround the power
amp input as suggested above, then vou
need to shop around for a combination
of preamp and amp where it can be done.
It is too complicated a task, amounting
to virtual redesign of the amplifiers' circuits (which is totally impractical with
etched circuit hoards), for you to tackle
"after the event "so to speak. I'he designer
must have already done that lor you.
To I hi Editor:
This letter is to comment on the article
"Distortion Measuring Microphones lor
Music Recording," in the January 1980
issue.
The use of omni-directional microphones for over-all pickups in recording
is simply based on a gross misunderstanding of how microphones relate to
their acoustical environment. Permit me
to excerpt some passages from the
booklet "Microphones" by Dr. Gerhart
Bore, Physicist of the Neumann Company
(available from Gotham for $1.00), since
it is stated there most eloquently. 'The
sonic impression recorded by a microphone will be determined not only by
its free field (0 degrees) measured response. but also by its diffuse-field
response. I he latter is the response to
sound which reach the microphone,
somewhat delayed, about equally from
all directions in the room. 1 he diffusefield frequency response even for microphones which depending on room si/e
- are placed more than 0.5 m to 2 m
distant, has a greater effect on the overall sound than is usually assumed. Better
grade up-to-date microphones are required to have virtually parallel running
free-field and diffuse-field responses. By
changing the microphone to sound
source distance, the "reverberation
balance" (the direct sound to room
reverberation ratio) may be changed
without, at the same time, changing the
frequency response. This requirement
is fulfilled properly by only a few of the
more recent pressure gradient microphones.
In pressure microphones (inclusive of
all measurement microphones), the
frequency response curves for the freefield and diffuse-field never match! It
might be well to point out here that
Neumann was the manufacturer of
Calibrating Microphones long before
B&K even existed and indeed built the
condenser measurement capsules which
Hewlett-Packard supplied with their
real-time analyzers. Yet nobody ever
even considered using these incredibly
flat response, quiet, phase response
linear microphones for studio work. 1
guess there is a big difference between
people knowledgeable in the application

The ADC Full Harmonic
If you're in the business of getting sound from one place to
another, ADC has a growing ensemble of products to help you.

What's your listening pleasure?
ADC now gives you a wide choice of
products in a wide range of prices. ADC has
plugs and receptacles for low or high
impedance applications, printed circuit board
jacks, terminal blocks and other components
for audio and video patching. You can choose
from a wide variety of finishes.
Brushed Nickel. Conductive Black Plate.
Burnished Brass.

We're not exactly brand-new in the
audio transmission business. We've had
more than 45 years' experience in helping
people get sound from one place to another.
Reliably. We'll be glad to show you how
ADC can help you with a broad choice
of audio connectors and devices.
Give us a try. For information,
write or call your nearest ADC
sales office listed below. Or call
us at (612) 835-6800.

AADC

FVoducts
DIVISION OF MAGNETIC CONTROLS COMPAQ

®
4900 W 78lh Street Minneapolis MN 65435 (612) 835-6800
TWX 910-576-283? TELEX 29-0321 CABLE ADCPRODUCT
CD
00
O
^

766 959
C c 0 IL (312
0 ; n 9 5 *S ^' ?9
' 655-2441,
2440 •FLDallas.
TX
(214) 241-6787
• Denver,
(303)
761-4061
field, ^ Mountain View, rA
M^ i 964-5400
cfi5 tf,^(• Washington,
15', S94"6160
* Melbourne,
(305)
724-8874
• Minneapolis,
MNCO(612)
835-6800
OA (415)
DC
(202) 452-1043
• Montreal,
Quebec
(514) 677-2869
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'SkWaters MM foders
^^meon more mixing
in less space
With Waters %-inch thin-line conductive plastic faders you
can cram 24 channels into an 18-inch mix bay for high density
recording studio applications, sound reinforcement and location
mixers, and lighting control consoles.
Waters MM foders retain all the superior guality of
our accepted LM series including choice of 23/4-inch or 4-inch
travel: 600 ohm or 10 k impedance: linear, audio or true log
characteristic: and our famed trouble-free long service life. For
more mixing in less space circle reader service number or call
Dob West at 617-358-2777 for more information about thin-line
fotfers.
^

' WATERS
'•T
MANUFACTURING, INC
IFELLOW CENTER, WAYLAND. MA. 01778 * (617) 358-2777
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SPECIFY

EXCELLENCE!

from the company who pioneered equalization
•ACTIVE AND PASSIVE EQUALIZERS
18 different Models to choose from
•REAL TIME ANALYZERS
Octave Band, one-third and one-sixth octave
• BI-AMP AND TRI-AMP CROSSOVERS
Low-level at any frequency and slope
• NARROW BANDWIDTH NOTCH FILTERS
Control of room feedback and ring modes
• CUSTOM FILTERS FOR AUDIO APPLICATIONS
High-pass low-pass band-pass notch
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT CATALOG

INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED
P.O. BOX 698
AUSTIN, TX 78767
(512) 892-0752
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of microphones to measurement work
and studio engineers.
As for claim of high sensitivity (whatever that means), wide dynamic range
and low distortion: The dynamic range of
condenser microphones is a function of
capsule output and amplifier noise. The
larger the capsule the greater the output.
Neumann builds predominantly studio
microphones with large diameter capsules, while measurement microphones,
usually designed for extended high frequency response above 20 kHz. must be
kept small in diameter. But all that aside.
The application says it all. Neumann
makes only one pressure response microphone: the KM 83, and we hardly ever
sell one. Must be something about the
directional units Neumann has been
building for 50 years that make them
more useful.
Stephen Temmer
Gotham Audio Corporation
741 Washington Street
New York, New York
db Replies:
Microphones for music recording and
concert use come—and with good reason
—in several different basic designs. While
it was not intended to be within the scope
of the article to fully describe how instrumentation (omnidirectional) microphones
relate to the acoustical environment, it is
probably true that there is some (perhaps
even gross) misunderstanding on this
point. This may arise from some oldfashioned. stereotyped notion as to what
modern day omnidirectional and pressure
gradient high quality microphones really
are and how each type is best applied.
It is likely that there is some difference
between people working with measuring
microphones and studio engineers. However. the major objective for both groups
of people is really the same: To convert a
sound signal into an electrical signal as
accurately as possible. / certainly noticed
the above excerpt in my Gentian version
oj Dr. Bore's booklet and can only agree
that certain high quality pressure gradient
microphones are well suited in applications where they are used at some distance
from the sound source, where the sound
field consists not only of the direct field
but also, to a significant degree, of a reverberant field.
Since studio engineers in general are
familiar with the advantages of pressure
gradieitt microphones, it seems likely to
describe some areas where omnidirectional measuring mit rophones can be used
with advantage as compared to pressure
gradient microphones:
I. Close miking applications in the studio
and on-stage. This is a situation where
the direction of the direct sound field is
well defined and the level of the reverberant sound is deliberately kept low.
This is an ideal application for a
measuring microphone of the free-field
type (flat 0° incidence response) for

Take me to your leader.

Your leader needs me to
perform with him.
I know.
I am a Bose Model 802 Loudspeaker.
I am the product of an advanced
technological society.
The beings who designed me
thought of everything.
I can be hung, cradled, placed on
a stand or stacked with others of my kind.
I can imitate the sounds of your
musical instruments precisely.
I can sound like a piano, or a guitar,
or even like the cylinders you call drums.
I can sound more like your voices
than any of my primitive relatives.
Place me with a few of my clones,
and we can be heard by multitudes.
I am virtually indestructible, but
also extremely light and compact.
The beings who fabricated me are
continuously making clones of me, so we
may one day populate the galaxy accom-

panying stars and the rising comets
destinecfto become stars.
Do not hesitate.
Take me to your leader.

Bose Corporation, Dept. SE
The Mountain Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Please send me a copy of the Bose Professional Products Catalog and a complete
dealer list.
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Telephone (

Zip:
)

Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending
© Copyright 1980 by Bose Corporation
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two reasons: (a) /he proximity effect
problem inherent in pressure gradient
microphones does not exist, and
(h) close miking means in general
higher SPLs. Measuring microphones
have larger overload margins—20-40
dli depending on the type.
2. Miking of amplified instruments.
In this type of application the microphone is very often placed close to the
instrument, and the same reasoning
as in item (I) applies.
As an aside, it should he noted that
just about all omnidirectional studio
microphones have a peak at the high
end of the frequency response, due to
pressure build-up (KM 83: approx.
+6 dB at 8 kHz), meaning they have
not been compensated for 0° incidence response. This is a disadvantage
in the applications outlined in items
(!) and (2). This type of response
normally yields a good random incidence response. Measuring microphones exist both in flat random
incidence models and in flat 0°
incidence response types. The random
incidence microphones a/>/)ear to he
most useful where the sound field is
overwhelmingly reverberant and
diffuse.
3. Miking of percussive instruments.
Here the inherent simple design of
measuring microphones, their ex-

tended low and high frequency response and linear phase response,
make them highly applicable for this
use. Since pressure gradient microphones are much more complicated
internally with acoustical delay lines,
low resonance frequency, etc.. they
inherently have a poorer phase
characteristic. Also, in pressure
gradient microphones the sound
impinges on the diaphragm from the
front as well as from behind through
a second entry located some distance
away from the diaphragm. This dual
acoustical path with its associated
time delay means that the microphone
does not start to function properly as
a pressure gradient microphone until
sound has reached the backside of the
diaphragm some time after reaching
the front of the diaphragm. This
means distortion of transient sounds,
showing up as too high ci level at the
onset of the sound, thus changing the
timbre.
To The Editor:
Enclosed you will find my personal
check for $9.00. Please enter my subscription to db Magazine. If possible,
would you backdate this subscription to
January I, 1980 and send me any back
issues that I have missed. If not. please
begin my subscription immediately.

If 1 may, 1 would also like to ask a
technical question. 1 own two Revox
A-77 Mik 111 recorders; one is a standard speed quarter-track unit, and the
other is a high speed half-track unit. 1 am
concerned about optimizing the bias for
the lowest distortion and the highest
signal to noise ratio. The service manual
is not much help along these lines as it
covers tape that 1 do not use. I normally
use Ampex 406, 407, or 456.
Is there a way using my signal generator
(Heathkit 1G-I272) and oscilloscope
(RCA W09IA) that 1 can be SURE that I
am getting the maximum performance
from my decks on whatever tape I use?
Or, to put this question another way,
how would a professional engineer in a
studio optimize the bias for his Ampex,
or Scully, or Studer? Surely he would not
pull out his little service manual and find
"Ampex 456" and the column "15 ips"
and read, "drop the bias 2 db"!
Any help you can give me here would
be greatly appreciated.
Jim Tountas
BigSpring,Tx.
db Replies:
Your subscription is in the works, and
the back issues are on their wa r to you.
As to your technical question, the
professional engineer surely would [>ull
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Our Stereo Synthesizer
isirt just for old mono records.
Applications of the 245E are limited only by your
It's a dramatic, highly listenable sound that's fully
imagination:
mono compatible—jus1 ac)cl the channels to get the
• save tracks by recording strings, horns or drums
original mono back. (If you get bored, you can
on a single track and spreading them in the mix
always process old mono records into pseudo
• create stereo depth from synthesizers, electronic
stereo.)
string ensembles, and electric organ
Your Orban dealer has all the details. Write us for his
• create a stereo echo return from a mono echo
name and a brochure with the complete 245E story,
chamber or artificial reverb generator
• use one channel to create phasing effects
_
orban
Orban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067
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The characteristic of a horn
that directs all of the frequencies
where you want them to go.
Most horns offer some control of
the sound pattern they produce,The
problem is that frequencies at the
center of the pattern are different from
those at the edges.
Unless you use HR Constant
Directivity horns, that's the problem
you'llhave.To the audience this means
unintelligible, too bright, too dull,
and sometimes just plain bad sound
at many seats.
These patented1 HR Constant
Directivity horns from Electro-Voice
provide full-range frequency coverage
and effectiveness of pattern control

unheard of before E-V
engineers developed
this unique design
concept.
Demand for the
"white horns" has
grown dramaticallyalmost completely by word-of-mouth.
Once a sound engineer, musician
or facility owner hears the difference
HR Constant Directivity makes, a new
demand is created.
Ask someone who has used or heard
them, or buy a pair and try them yourself. You'll probably hear that HR horns
are so clearly superior that other
choices are obsolete.

Write to Electro-Voice for more
information. We'll send you a complete
set of Engineering Data Sheets and
a paper comparing the today performance of HR constant directivity horns
with yesterday's promises. Include $1
with your request, and we will pit you
on the mailing list for the E-VPA Bible,
a down-to-earth series of papers on
the selection and application of professional PA products and concepts!
1
U.S, Patent Number 4071112
Ey| ElectroT/bice
^
agulton company
600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
HR6040A

HR40
HR120
•

LF215

HR9040A

SI

. , ,
, HR4020A
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RC60 (includes case)

out his luanual. unless he happened la
rec all the />roper sellings f or his pref erred
tape and tape recorder. For example.
Anipex recommends overbiasing (at
10kHz, 15 ips) h\ anyw here from / to i
dh. depending on your machine's record
gap dimension (406. 4(17. 456 tapes). For
further details on tape specifications,
biasing and such, check the January 1979
issue ()/ db.

To Tin Em ior:
In Ross Macdonald's letter (April issue) criticizing my reply, he credits himself with ideas he espouses, of introducing counter-distortion, to reduce resultant non-linear distortion, as his own
original. 1 have records of a patent application, made in my name, assigned to
Fairchild Recording, in 1954. that did
precisely what he describes. Why would I
deny that it works?
However, that patent was denied, because someone had done it before me.
which puts that original w ork a long way
before his papers about it. in the late 50s
and early 60s. And he still overlooks one
important point that we discovered in our
work during the early 50s: you cannot
distortion by that method. His
first letter claimed that any desired degree of reduction could be achieved bv
this method.
For example, distortion due to second

order curvature, the kind that adds second harmonic, can be reduced by reverse second order curvature. Now suppose each is 10 percent in magnitude and
they exactly balance, as far as second is
concerned; there will still be 10 percent
of 10 percent, or I percent, of fourth harmonic in the final output.
His whole argument takes my original statement, a long while ago now.
out of context, in fact, by adding a slight
modification to either of our statements,
wc actually agree: you can reduce distortion. only if you have, either the input
waveform to use as reference, or precise
knowledge of theamount. type and phase
ot the distortion occurring.
I still do not understand why he
claims the omitted second alternative as
something about which 1 was wrong,
when 1 did it before he did. and even 1
wasn't the first, as the patent examiner
fou nd.
Norman H. Crowhursi
One-time Llectronic
Engineer!
To The Edi ior;
1 am going to build a professional
acoustic recording studio. Could you
please recommend some books concerning how to build an acoustic studio
for such recording purposes, remember a
professional one.

Please state the price and freight for
each copy. I'm waiting for your letter and
thanking you in advance.
Kumara Prasetya
JL. Progo III-52
Semarang. Indonesia
db Replies:
We have strong misgivings about
suggesting that anyone try to build a
professional studio "by the book. " However. see John Horant's article in this
month's issue for some capsule reviews
of some books that may help you.
You may also want to contact Wilkinson-Murray. ktd.. 56 Meriday Street.
Chatswoocf NSW 2067 Australia. According to the NCAC Directory (also
discussed in the above article), the
company has affiliated firms in Singapore
and Malaysia. Although they do not
seem to specialize in recording studios,
perhaps they can refer you lo someone
nearby who does.
Good luck, and keep in touch as your
studio progresses.

To The Editor:
Being a subscriber to your magazine, I
would like to ask a favor from your
olfice. I have a phono equalizer made by
"Gray Research & Development, inc.".

Astatic Delivers Sound Performance
Whatever your installation. Astatic delivers a full range
of microphones to meet your demand for qualify,
performance and styling.
Since 1932, Astatic products have been meeting the

needs of installations ranging from the routine to severe
environmental
When the call goes out for quality. Astatic answers with a
value-engineered product.

For complete information write for our Commercial Sound Brochure #CSD-80,
^\S-f/\TIC THE ASTATIC CORPORATION
Commercial Sound Division
CONNEAUT, OHIO 44030 (216) 593-1111 TLX 980712
In Canada: Canadian Astatic Ltd 1830 Ellesmere Rd Scarborough.
Ontario M1H 2V5
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lexicon Has a

Delay System

for Every

Application and Budget

The Lexicon Model 91 Delay System
we've taken our sophisticated big-system Model 102
PCM technology and packaged it for small budgets - churches,
schools and colleges, community auditoriums and similar installations.
And, we've done it without compromising on Lexicon
quality or resorting to delta modulation techniques.
Our modestly priced Model 91 has features that have
made the 102 the choice for many of the world's greatest concert halls and studios, vou get ultra low (less than .08%) noise
and distortion...dynamic range greater than 90dB...0 to
120ms delay, adjustable in 7.5ms increments... 5-level LED
headroom indicator... automatic audio by-pass for zero delay
or emergencies... plus other advanced Delta-T performance
extras.
And, like all Lexicon systems, the Model 91 digital delay
is conservatively designed and modular for fast, easy, on-thespot maintenance. There's nothing like it in its price range!
Model 92 System
Another modestly priced Lexicon system with "concert hall quality" features! Gives you all the superb performance of the Model 91 —plus two delay outputs instead of
one. The Model 92 is also an excellent choice for sound studios
where a quality delay is required for doubling or echo predelay.

Prime Time Model 93 Delay/Processor/Mixer
specifically designed for studios and entertainers,
the Model 93 combines flexibility and versatility heretofore unavailable in any system anywhere, included are two
time delay outputs independently adjustable from o to 256ms
... complete mixing for delay and reverb processing... integral
VCO for vibrato, doppler pitch shift, flanging and similar special
effects... long delay (up to 2 seconds) special effects... and numerous other advanced capabilities. Features 90dB dynamic
range, with less than 0.08% distortion at all delay settings.
Model 102 Series
The ultimate in sound quality. Stereo and Mono
models for studios and sound reinforcement with 15 kHz bandwidth and 1 to 5 outputs. Options include vco, remote controls
and Extension Chassis for very large systems. Full modularity
and computer quality construction insure system flexibility
and high reliability; proven in more than a thousand installations world-wide.

Model 92

Model 91
Model 102
Model 93

isw

with
WIU I a Lexicon digital delay system, write for full information.

lexicon Lexicon, inc., 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891-6790
Export; Gotham Export Corporation, New York, NY
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Newington. Conn. This is a Model 602-C.
1 need some data on this instrument such
as the schematic showing the input
impedance and output impedance, etc.
Apparently the business has been sold
to another company and the old name
dropped. Perhaps your close contact
with electronic firms will enable you to
give me the new company that has this
former firm and the new address to use.
Thank you kindly for your help.
Ernie Garrison
Assoc. AES Member
827 Village Place
Lakeland. Fla,

^Calendar
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db Replies:
Can anyone help Mr. Garrison locale
the infbrnwlion he needs?
MOVING?

1518

Annual Consumer Electronics
E)esign and Engineering Exhibition; held concurrently with the
1980 International Summer Consumer Electronics Show at the
McCormick Place McCormick
Inn/Pick-Congress Hotel in Chicago. For more information contact: Electronics Industries Association. 2001 Eve Street. N.W..
Washington, D.C. 20006. (202)
457-4992.

1920

APRS '80 International Exhibilion of Professional Recording

Send in your
new address promptly
Enclose your old
db mailing label, too.
Write to:
Eloise Beach, Circ. Mgr.
db Magazine
1120 Old Country Rd.
Plainview, N Y. 11803

Inflation

JUNE
1980 International Summer Consumer Electronics Show (C'ES),
Chicago. IE. McCormick Place.
McCormick Inn. and Pick-Congress Hotel. For more information
contact: William T. Glasgow. Vice
President. Consumer Electronics
Shows. Two Illinois Center—
Suite 1607. 233 N. Michigan Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 60601
(312) 861-1040.

2327

B&K Measurement Seminar —
Industrial Noise Control I. B&K
Instruments. Inc., 5111 W. 164th
St.. Cleveland. Ohio 44142. Telephone: (216) 267-4800.

30

The New England Conservatory
of Music opens its summer session
highlighting workshops, courses,
and master classes. Various guest
lecturers will also be featured during the session. For more information contact the New England
Conservatory of Music, 290 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
02115, (617) 262-1120.
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Introducing last year's price
on the BCW Model 10 Crossover
2527

is the
Pits

Equipment. Connaught Rooms,
London. England. For more information contact: British Information Services. 845 Ihnd Avenue. New York. NY 10022. (212)
752-8400.

The Model 10 is a monaural 2-way
crossover which features Switchset.""
With Switchset you can select eight different
18 dB/octave crossover points, plus eight
sub-sonic filter frequencies with repeatable
precision. That's repeatability you can t get
with inferior potentiometers.
The Model 10 features: separate signal and
chassis grounding; low impedance long-line
capability: level controls on all outputs:
professional XLR-type connectors; and rear
panel provisions for input and output
transformers.
At our new, low price, the BGW Model 10 is
your best crossover value.
Write for full technical specifications or
contact your local BGW dealer.
%M»wr

SYSTEMS| Depend On Us.
BGW Systems. Inc., 13130 S. Yukon Ave.. Hawthorne. CA 90250 (213) 973-8090
In Canada: Omnimedla Corp.. 9653 Cote de Liesse. Dorvai. Quebec H9P 1A3
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JULY
Transducer and Temperature
Control Exhibition will be held at
Wembley Conference Center,
London. England. For more information contact: British Information Services, 845 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022, (212)
752-8400.
American Radio Relay League
26th Convention, Seattle, Washington. Registration and program
information may be obtained by
writing 1980 ARRL National
Convention Committee, P.O. Box
S8534, Seattle, Washington 98168.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATE CHANGE
Effective with the June 1980 issue
of db—The Sound Engineering
Magazine there will be a change
in the subscription price. The new
rates will be:
U.S.
1 year —SI2.00
2 years -S22.00
3 years —$30.00
Canadian
1 year —$13.00
2 years — $23.00
3 years — $31.00
Foreign
1 year -$24.00
2 years—$44.00
3 years— $60.00

JBL's new 7510.
The automatic mic mixer
that thinks before it speaks.

JBL's new 7510 advanced digital/analog mic mixer actually
thinks before it speaks—by activating or deactivating up to 24
input channels. Automatically
Now, you don't need an operator
to constantly adjust controls. The
7510 does it all. Quickly precisely and without error.
Versatile modular design makes
the 7510 an all-around performer.
In churches, meetings, courtrooms and council chambers.
Delivered with a single, 4-channel input module, the system is
expandable to 24 channels. And
each panel features controls for
level, threshold, release time and
mode selection.
The 7510 offers a variety of other
advantages over conventional
mic mixers. Automatic mic on/off

and output level correction permit hefty power gain without the
"howling" of feedback. Turn-on
features a zero crossing detector.
So there are no pops or clicks!
Advanced level sensing circuits
trigger extremely fast attack—
30-60 nanoseconds. This quick
rise makes it ideal for gated mixing. The 7510 offers separate
outputs for every input. So the
user can program to match each
need. When in the priority mode,
all inputs in automatic are muted
by selected lead mics.
At the same time, a unique digital attenuator decreases the
system's output gains by 3 dB
each time the number of live
mics doubles. The feedback stability margins remain constant
regardless of the number of mics

operating. And the system's
threshold circuits can distinguish
between program signals on one
mic and ambient noise on all
mics to within 1 dB.
Other features include 48-volt
phantom power supply. Master
VU meter. And the system fits
easily in three EIA rack spaces.
The 7510's low distortion, low
noise, flat response and wide
input dynamic range make it
perfect for all sound reinforcement applications, it's also ideal
for noise gating in recording
studios and for broadcast and
live music reinforcement
applications.
JBL's 7510 delivers what it
promises.
James B Lansing Sound, Inc., 8500
Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91329.

:

JBL First with the pros.

C1980 James B
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Frequency Response
Input Module
20 Hz-20 kHz
±0.2 dB
Output Module
20 Hz-20 kHz
±0.03 dB
Overall System
20 Hz-20 kHz
±0.3 dB
Maximum Gain
Overall System
83 dB
Output Characteristics
Maximum Output
+21 dBm
Load Impedance
600 ohms Of
higher loads
Total Harmonic Distortion
Mic In to Direct Out
0.01% at
+21 dBm
Micin to Main Out
0.1% at
+21 dBm
Automatic Mic Functions
Input Rise Time
30-60 nS
Input Release Time
100 mS to
5 S, adjustable

NORMAN H CROWHURST
ANALYZING,
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Theory & Practice

DESIGNING,
INSTALLING,
TESTING?
You'll do better with test
equipment and sound system
components from CommCo!

Systems:

People and Machines

TEST EQUIPMENT
Real Time
Analyzer
ARA-412B Displays 21 bands of third
octave ffequency levels on your oscilloBurst Octave
Noise Generator
BONG-2 Provides pink noise and seven
octave bands of noise plus noise bursts
of each
Reverberation
Timer
RT-60B Computes room decay t'me
within seven octave band segments tor
fast dccurate reverb time analysis

• Last month we finished on an interesting note, that we want to pursue here:
the possibility of "bypassing" the analog
part of the human ear. People with an
engineering background tend to balk at
this idea, as impossible, so let us think
about that. The objection is that the
complex digital signals, that the auditory
nerve bundle communicates to the brain,
is so complex, that we would never be
able to "break the code," much less
synthesize it, so that we can simulate
sounds, without even producing them.
ILLUSION
In this area, perhaps video is ahead of

audio, in one or two ways. Computers
can program video circuits to produce
all kinds of wonderful effect, that only
take form on the screen of a TV tube, all
done electronically and, essentially,
using: digital techniques. But that is done
by machine, does not involve breaking
into a "living" system, such as the transformer mechanism between the middleear and the auditory nerve.
However continuity of image is maintained, in human sight and it obviously
does not involve a scanning system like
that used for TV the video systems all
use electronic synthesis that, to present
the picture to our minds, must translate

SOUND SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
Programmable
Dual Channel
Amplifier
IC 28 Economical reliable versatile
unit for ticket windows fast food service
systems teller cages etc
Cue Phone
Amplifier
CP-15 Heart of an inexpensive handsfree intercom system that serves up to
thirty 600 ohm headsets
Inductive Loop
Pocket-Type
Paging System
ELA-1 High-gam, high-power bodyworn loop amplifier for waitress call paging prompting church hearing aid systems etc

Why Red Cross CPR training is good for your business.
lake it from Andy Machak,
Thanks to his ( PR training, heautomotive electrical plant fore- revived me-saved my life.
man: "I'm alive today because a
Since that happened I realize that
fellow employee was trained
no employee is immune from heart
in CPR.
attacks or accidents, and a few
"Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
( PR-trained employees- maybetraining was one valuable asset
one for every ■>() people - can make
that day. 1 got caught in some
the difference between life and
heavy machinery at the plant and
death."
blacked one.
Call )'////• Red i.ruw (.hc/pltr dthl find
"They told me later it rook six
out id><iiit CPR tr,lining lay ^ourpLmt
guys ro tree- mc. I wasn't breathor ojjia. CPR /tillfiin^ /i a iiiliuihlt
ing. My heart stopped. One of the ,/.<u7 /'/>•,/«) hllMHi S \.
guys, Don Guarino, said, 1 gotta
rrv anyway.

Projector Patch
PP-2255 For quick effective interfacing
into sound systems from projectors or
any audio device in a sound system
Call or write lor Irao Itch bulletins on
these advanced products.

// A/Z-ti \ttiidy. !>\initd Ihifuh tc [h-rjoym CPR.
American
Red Cross
+
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that into a visual illusion of the special
type that was originally developed for
TV. All the while the picture is built up
by means of a spot that scans the area
vertically and horizontally, in sequence,
what we see is an illusion. And the
modern video technology works with
that illusion. It does not create pictures,
replicas of the reality we see everyday,
in space.
TRUE SOUND?
Audio systems, on the other hand, are
less of an illusion: they do recreate sound
waves, that come into our ears. There is
some deception, that creates a satisfactory illusion, but it takes place in a
different area of the system. To clarify
this, let us look at system design principles. Perhaps a good example would
be the development of the audio system
—all of it to the form we know today.
The overall problem is to recreate a
satisfactory illusion of the original sound
we want to convey to human hearing, in
analog waves.
In the early days, we hadn't much
notion of how to proceed. We knew that
we started with acoustic sound waves,
and we wanted to finish up w ith acoustic
sound waves. And, because we were
dealing with analog signals, everything
was referenced in analog terms: frequency. amplitude, synthesis of both,
and the avoidance of distortion products.
Then we had conversions from acoustical
signals to electrical signals and back again.
The first systems didn't even have
electrical signals: they went from acoustic
to mechanical, and back, on the original
acoustic phonographs. But then interposition of electrical handling, with
electronic amplification improved the
potential, and eliminated a lot of the
mechanical problems. But developing
it was a struggle that the younger generation take for granted, because somebody
before them "got it all solved."
There was a learning process. The
machines didn't learn: people did, those
who designed the machines. We found
that certain levels of distortion were
acceptable, as we have told before, only
to find later that, when you got around
to improving another part of the system,
those same levels were not acceptable.
In the early phonographs, the weight on
the playing stylus, which in those days
was called a "needle," was measured in
ounces. Had they tried the grams that we
use today, routinely, the pickup would
have blown away.
THE RISE OF STEREO
But there were improvements of a
stereo nature: from monaural to 2channel. and now to4-channel. And that
introduced the need for a concept that is
very basic to systems design, as well as to
what we want to pursue here: compatibility. Monaural records had been

Sound

Reinforcement?

Tunrier

More!
Turner sound reinforcement microphones allow the audio professional the wide selection he needs to find just the right microphone
for each installation. Whether the selection is based on styling,
size, mounting, directional pattern or cost there is a Turner micropone to fit any application. And it doesn t stop there. Turner offers
a complete selection of stands, transformers, replacement transducers and microphone cables. There is a quality Turner sound
reinforcement microphone with features to meet the following
application requirements:
• Cardiold • Omnidirectional • Multi-port Cardioid • Gooseneck
mounted • Handheld • Lavalier • On-off Switch • Locking Switch.
And, that's only the beginning. Turner has a full line of paging
microphones as well. Turner does have more, and now, with the
additional product development strength of Telex Communications,
Inc., there will be even more to come.
Quality Products for The Audio Professional.

<2^
ELEX. TURNER
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 ALDRICH AVE SO . MINNEAPOLIS MN 55420 USA
EUROPE: 22 rue de la Legion-d Honneur. 93200 St Denis. France
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around a long while, and there were
millions of them out there, that people
would not want to throw away. Stereo
must come in a way that would enable
people to ease into it. rather than
scrapping everything they already had.
There was another reason for this, in
those days. Had today's stereo come on
the scene, fully developed in all its
quality, maybe people would have
thrown their monophonic systems away
and gone for stereo. But it was very like
the early days of color photography in
motion pictures: color was spectacular,
mainly because it was new, but the
quality picture makers stayed with black
and white, because for the time, it was
better. Color was ludicrous and, at times,
course. Fine grain black and white was
far better.
Just as with stereo, that is no longer
true. Stereo recordings have now achieved
a quality seldom if ever attained in the
old monophonic days. That has come
about by a progressive systems improvement, a step at a time. And at various
stages, compatibility became very important, to make the transition.
ONLY HUMANS CAN LEARN
Now we need to introduce a basic
distinction, that should be obvious, but
that can be overlooked. Machines do
only what they are designed to do: they

The Inovonics 500 has
everything you need for
sophisticated real- and
reverberation-time
acoustic analysis in one,
easy-to-use package.
in the real-time mode, the
500 shows you wideband or
weighted SPL readings in
each one-third octave band
from 25 Hz to 20 kHz. in
the RT6o mode, it displays
reverberation time up to
10 seconds with 10 ms
resolution, while the LED

have no learning capability. As we said
earlier, only people, living creatures,
learn. Wait for it, I'll probably get some
arguments about that. Shall 1 say more
now, or wait for those contradictions?
Let me compromise by offering this
comment: it may be true that computers
or other machines can be made that are
capable of a form of learning; but their
learning is restricted to an area programmed into them by their human
designers.
Living people, and even animals,
perhaps to a lesser extent, but we sometimes wonder about that, have no limit
to their learning. Today's generation may
be more limited, in effect, than any
people in living history, because the
school system has insisted on adopting
a programming technique, instead of true
education. But underneath that hard
veneer is a creature that can still learn,
in the true sense.
Some examples may reinforce this.
There are medical histories of people who
have lost faculties in various ways. Most
ot us think of seeing and hearing as something we were born with, did not have to
learn. We recognize that we must have
had to learn language, both spoken and
written, because we may have some
memory of that process, and because for
all of us, there are some things we don't
know in that area. We only know the

matrix plots the decay
characteristic.
The 500 has a built-in
wideband/octave-band pink
noise generator and is both
AC and battery powered, it's
light enough to go wherever
you go, and rugged enough
to take it.
Get all the versatility and
Get a print-out, too"
convenience you need in an
With our new Plotter
face works with any X-Y plotter
acoustic analyzer with the
Interface, you can now get having 2 volt DC sensitivity,
Model 500 from inovonics.
hard copy of your acoustic $290. For further informa$2,850.
analyses. The Plotter inter- tion, contact:

inovonics, Inc.
503-B Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008

familiar symbols, those we have learned
to identify and use.
But a person who has suffered amnesia, unless they recover, has to learn
language all over again (unless the
amnesia was selective). A person who has
suffered other functional losses, may
recover, and have to learn all over again,
to walk, or whatever function was lost.
Who would have thought that thalidomide babies, born without arms and
legs, could learn to use artificial limbs?
Yet they are doing it.
1 he artificial limb cannot learn anything. The person who used it must do
the learning. And there are instances
where optical or hearing diseases have
resulted in loss of the optic or auditory
nerve function which, when restored,
requires the person to learn to see or hear,
all over again.
We look, or listen, and imagine that
the world we see, so beautifully ordered,
must create that ordered image in our
brain, just as a camera produces an image
on its focal plane. And the eye does produce such an image on the retina of the
eye. But from there it must be conveyed
to the brain by the large optic nerve, in
some form of code. Our own personal
code has become so much a part of us,
that we "see" the image, in the context
of thousands of other such sets of signals
that the optic nerve has sent to the brain.

c»
Telephone
(408) 374-8300

1
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LEARNING TO IDENTIFY
The same is true of hearing. We hear
sounds that we learn to identify. We were
not born with that capability. The
automobile mechanic, for example,
has a different learning capability from
the rest of us. He can listen to an engine
running, and hear a sloppy camshaft
that the rest of us would never hear at all,
however carefully it was described to us.
The maestro who conducts an orchestra can hear components of sound in the
program he conducts that you or I could
never hear—although at the same time
his hearing may have become impaired,
due to constant listening to those same
sounds, at a higher level than you or I
normally listen to them.

HEARING AND VISION:
SOME INTERESTING
COMPARISONS
Much of the research that has been
conducted into both vision and hearing,
tends to view those faculties as objectively as we look at machine counterparts, cameras, microphones, and so
forth. But that approach causes us to
overlook the important function of the
learning process by which we utilize
those faculties. We think of our eyes as
cameras, and our ears as microphones,
neither of which is completely true. Hoth
of them are incomplete: the image we
think we see or hear, is due to something
derived from the retina of the eye, or the
cochlea of the ear, and transmitted, in a
quite different form, to the brain.
So. is it possible that eventually man
will find a way to convey those signals
to the brain, without the intermediary
of a human camera or microphone, the
eye or the ear?
If such a possibility depended, like the
telephone repair crew depends, when
patching up a ruptured line consisting
of thousands of pairs, on correctly
matching each pair, so the signal went
to its correct destination, we would agree
that such a task seems insurmountable,
because the optic or auditory nerve is
infinitely more complex than such a
multiple telephone circuit.
And what about the new optical fiber
process, that the telephone companies
are gradually adopting? Now they can
send thousands, maybe millions of
signals down a single optical conductor,
instead of requiring a great many electrical pairs. But really, that is going in
the opposite direction from a simulation
of human faculty capacity: putting a
much greater signal, through a single
"conductor," rather than using much
slower "conductors" in multiple coding.
Only by thinking in such system terms,
will we approach the objective we
suggested at the beginning. Will it involve
learning, like learning to see or hear did?
Possibly. And maybe the learning

process will be relatively quick. Have
you ever viewed one of those stereoscopic
slides where, when you first look at it,
you see a double image? If it is too far
"off," your eyesight may not be able to
pull it in. But if it is only a little off, you
will feel your eye muscles "pulling," and
the whole picture will come into focus,
with all its perspective depth. Think
about that.
The muscular effort necessary to align
the "images" conveyed to the brain,
presumably, is analog. But that sense of
depth, once they are aligned, is produced
by the comparator in the brain, that even
computes relative distances in depth.

Just as your hearing can separate out
sounds by a similar comparison made
between signals fed to it by the auditory
nerves from your two ears.
As we write this, we cannot help the
feeling that we are on the verge of a whole
new technology. What are dreams made
of? Do images appear on the retina, or
are the sounds we hear in our dreams
generated in the cochlea? True sounds
that impinge on our ears in reality are
sometimes linked with dreams as we
wake up. But, admit it. there's still a lot
we don't really know, and as we learn,
the possibilities for doing something with
what we learn are endless.
■

PLAY IT COOL.

A
thermallyactivatec tifl/ospeed fan, flow-through
ventilation, lightweight highturbulence heatsinking and directmounted transistors.They all link ud to
perform beyond expectations. The A20. A30,
A40-innovative amplifier design from QSC,
Our cooling systems are only
part of the story. You should take
a serious look at the other ideas
we have on ice.
OSQ
AUDIO PRODUCTS
1926 Placentia Avenue Costa Mesa, CA 92627 714/645-2540

Heat.
The natural
enemy of
quality amplifier electronics.
Reduce it and
things work better.
They also work longer
The QSC engineering
staff studied this phenomenon and developed
a series of cool running proaudio power amplifiers.
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MARTIN DICKSTEIN
fiudioTbp?
for professionals

4^ Sound With Images

Multi-Media/MultiImage Equipment

•a' X-

REEL TO REEL TAPE
Ampex, 3M. All grades.
On reels or hubs.
CASSETTES, C-10-C-90
With Agfa, TDK tape.
LEADER & SPLICING TAPE
EMPTY REELS & ROXES
All widths, sizes.
Competitive!
Shipped from Stock!
Ask for our recording supplies catalog.
I*0** eorp. 312/298-5300
1233 Rand Rd. • Des Plaines, IL 60016
16
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STANDARD TAPE MANUAL
This valuable data
book is for the AUDIO
recordist, engineer or
designer. Offered at
$45.00 you may order
direct from publisher.
MAGNETIC REPRODUCER
CALIBRATOR

This is induction loop equipment of laboratory quality for primary standardization of
tape recorders and tapes. Send for detailed information, prices and formats.
R. K. MORRISON ILLUSTRATIVE
MATERIALS
819 Coventrv Road
Kensington, CA 94707

• Recent surveys have shown that the
slide medium is by far the largest image
medium, far surpassing both video and
film. It is being used in more places for
more things with more objectives than
any of the others. Now. with some of the
latest equipment that has been put into
the hands of program developers and
designers, it is possible to make slide
shows look like films, mix slides and
films in the same show, and create effects
that could come close to challenging the
versatility of the video control consoles.
TECHNIQUES OF MULTI-IMAGE
Another poll recently taken of attendees at a convention, which had
seminars and equipment displays, indicated that the greatest interest lay in
slides and the techniques involved in
multi-image. Among the new equipment,
interest was highest in the new AVL
Raven, followed shortly by the Clear
Light Micro Star 3, and a little bit
farther down the list by AVL's Eagle.
Among companies mentioned. AVL
came out first. So. for those of you who
may not be familiar with some of this
equipment, we thought this might be a
good time to offer some idea on what
these items are, only to whet your appetite and not satiate you, and not as an
endorsement of any item or company.
We'll also mention one item not on the
list.
MULTI-IMAGE VS. MULTI-MEDIA
Before we do that, let's see briefly what
the distinction is between multi-image
and multi-media. In the "olden" days
(although it is still going on) a single slide
projector was used for slide shows. Once
the dissolver came into being, and two
projectors were tied together to eliminate
the black-screen pause between images,
the simplest form of multi-image began.
This happened on a single screen. That is,
one image followed another on one
screen. It had been possible to use two
or more screens, with one slide projector
for each screen, thus making a single
multi-image presentation. Now, with a
dissolver for each screen, two or more
projectors could be tied together and a lot
more action was possible across as many
screens as desired.
AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING?
With the introduction of programmers.
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shows could be run automatically, and
the further development of computer
programmmers led to memory systems,
digital readouts, fraction-of-second
movement, the use of many slide projectors on many screens, and multi-image
as it exists today. So far, we've talked
only about one medium -slides.
To many people, running a simple
slide show, then stopping to play a film,
then continuing with slides, is a multimedia show. True; two media are being
used. But films and slides cannot be
mixed in rapid sequence unless some
.means is used to synchronize the speed of
the audio tape (which carries the cues for
the march of the slides) with the speed
of the film projector. Once the means was
developed to do this, film and slides
could be mixed with accurate timing. The
next step was to design a unit which
would control the film projector so well
and so accurately, that tricks could be
played with the film speed. This is where
we are now. with multi-image, multiscreen. multi-media presentations.
PACIFIC MICRO SYSTEMS
Now. let's take a look first at the item
not on the list. A company called Pacific
Micro Systems has just come out with a
real-time programmer for two slide
projectors that just about fits the palm
of the hand. It is the PMS 1201 dissolver/programmer. In a 1.5 lb. unit,
i Vi" x 5" x 7". they have incorporated 25
dissolve rates; from '/i sec. to 5 mins.;
Hashing capability at any desired rate;
"reverse" to return to the previous slide;
and "timer" which permits any dissolve
to take place, then advances the dark
projector, and continues this effect at
any specified delay time to automatically
repeat the sequence until stopped. There
is also a "pause" which stops a dissolve at
any time during the process and keeps
both images on the screen, a "toggle"
which stops a dissolve and starts it in the
reverse direction so the two images fade
in and out over each other without
changing slides, and "flip" which prevents the dark projector at the end of a
dissolve from advancing. There are other
possibilities as well with LED readout
to provide operation status. An animation effect can also be created by using
"alternate." This causes two images to
alternate rapidly on the screen with no

slide change, to give a simple animation
effect such as an eye opening and closing,
or winking at the audience,

the audio track running while the cueing
is being done, to create some eye—and
mind-boggling effects.

AVL
The company mentioned most, AVL,
is based in New Jersey. They have a full
line of slide projector control and programming equipment. There are other
manufacturers who also have such devices
available. Among them are Spindler/
Sauppe, Arion, Clear Light, and Kimchuck. But AVL did come out with the
item mentioned most—the Raven. This
unit permits the intermix of slides and
film as never before possible. By using a
16mm film projector which can be used
for analysis work, or a standard model
which has been modified with a DC
motor (and a few other things), the
Raven can be programmed into a presentation to show film at different
predetermined speeds, to change speed
during a film, to stop at a precise frame,
to start again instantly, to synchronize
its speed with the control unit so that it
will either speed up or slow down unnoticeably, and to mix these various
capabilities on as many screens as desired
with the use of one Raven per screen.
This same company has also developed
the Eagle, consisting of a high resolution
nine-inch closed circuit TV monitor
displaying cues and status of the system,
a keyboard which is used to program the
cues and tell the controlled units what to
do and when, and the floppy disk containing all the information for programming any show. The disk can take up to
30,000 cues in a show, and can read a
program in three seconds. The Eagle
itself is a general purpose, non-dedicated
digital computer. It can operate as a computer for any purpose which is dictated
by the disk which is inserted. By using
AV information, the device is made
applicable for controlling slide and
film equipment.
This programmer can be used with
other equipment by the same manufacturer to operate any number of slide
projectors with as many cues as desired.
When a selected operation is typed into
the keyboard, in code (to save typing
time), the display shows the cue and
spells out what the code means to give
complete readout of what has been programmed into the memory. If the cue is
incorrect (or "does not compute," as they
say) the readout shows the cue with a
question mark to ask the programmer to
change the cue to a correct one.
By using the Eagle, associated with
dissolvers and the Raven, a complete
program can be put into memory, played
back, corrected, put on a tape, and kept
up to date whenever desired. When the
units comprising the Eagle are put into
one cabinet, the manufacturer calls it the
Golden Eagle. It may take some time to
learn how to talk to the computer, but
once that is done, the programming can
be done in "leisure" time, that is without

CLEAR LIGHT
Another manufacturer of programming equipment is Clear Light. They
have produced the Star 2 and Star 3
systems, for two and three, and up to
fifteen projectors. The Micro Star 3
system incorporates the features of the
parent Star 3 system (which runs up to
fifteen projectors) in a compact memory
programmer for three projectors. An
LED display indicates what step is
needed next. The dissolve rates are
indicated numerically. Other commands

are shown by letters. Status lights show
operational modes.
There are 11 dissolve rates ranging
from hard cut to 24 seconds. Also included among the dissolve rates is an
exclusive "soft cut." A looping feature
will continue a repeated animation
sequence until stopped. The unit can be
set for two- or three-projector operation
for up to five screens, and is compatible
with other units of the same manufacturer. The programmer operates
either in real time or memory, and is
capable of 512 cues, but because the
"loop" repetitions do not require additional cue space, the overall capability
can be considered to be over 150,000 cues.

Take the Hassle
Out of
Wow and Flutter
Measurements

It's Easy.. .When You
Have the RE 402/403 System
RE 402 for Measurements
— read Wow & Flutter with the six range Analog Display.
— read Actual Drift-frequency or %—with the Digital Display,
—get Results Fast.. .without leveling problems.
—choose the Standard DIN, CCIR, IEC, NAB or JIS.

RE 403 for Analysis
— have a unique real time frequency analysis from 0.2 to 200 Hz
in 30, 1/3 octave steps.
—read a 30 column LED display of frequency distribution
intensities.
can get full information and specifications from—
| Radiometer Electronics U.S., Inc.
811 Sharon Drive Cleveland, Ohio 44145
Telephone (216) 871-7617
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New
Literature

TESTING AND DESIGN
• A new 36-page catalog entitled "Instruments for Testing and Design" is
now being offered for interested persons.
A variety of new products such as a
Universal Counter-Timer, bench top
frequency counter and a multiplethreshold logic state indicator are among
the few. Mfr: Continental Specialties
Corporation. 70 Fulton Terrace, New
Haven, Conn. 06509.

MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
• A new catalog featuring microwave
components has just been issued to serve
the needs of the microwave industry. The
catalog. MC/T80, features an extended
line of coaxial switches. Also included
are waveguide switches, dummy loads,
crystal detectors, bolometers, and RF
micropotentiometers. Mfr: Micronetics,
Inc., 36 Oak Street, Norwood, New
Jersey 07648.

NOISE MEASUREMENT
• A 24-page illustrated 4-color brochure
contains descriptions and condensed
specifications for a product family of
noise measurement instruments, including sound-level meters, noise dosimeters, noise analyzers, and acoustic
calibrators. Additionally, it offers a brief
step-by-step approach to noise measurement focusing on the following problems: measuring noise correctly; identifying who is affected by noise; understanding the frequency components of
noise; determining if instruments are
measuring noise correctly. Mfr: GenRad,
Inc., 300 Baker Avenue, Concord.
Massachusetts 01742.

SEMICONDUCTOR GUIDE
• The new 1980 edition of the Archer
Semiconductor Replacement Guide,
featuring cross reference/substitution
listings for over 100.000 devices was
recently made available. The 224-page
book is a comprehensive guide of the
complete line of Archer semiconductors
and includes detailed data and pin connections for IC"s diodes. SCR's. leds and
other devices. The cross reference/replacement listings were all compiled by
computer to assure accuracy. Mfr:
Radio Shack, One Tandy Center, Ft.
Worth, Texas 76102.

INSTRUMENTS
• A full line of electronic instruments
are illustrated and described in a new
44-page catalog for 1980. Complete
information is given, including; major
features of interest to users, detailed
description, and complete technical
specifications performance ranges and
limits, power required, weight and
physical dimensions. Included in the
catalog are digital multimeters, solid
state VolyOhmyst multimeters. VOM's,
power supplies, isolation transformers
and much more. Mfr: VIZ Manufacturing. 335 East Price Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144.
DIGITAL MASTERING
• Performance characteristics and detailed specifications of the 3M Digital
Mastering System are described in a new
brochure available from the Mincom
Division. The system makes possible
production of records from tapes that are
virtually free of noise and distortion and
delivers a 90dB-plus signal-to-noise
ratio. The tapes lack signal deterioration
or noise buildup on multiple-generation
copies made during dubbing and mixdown. Mfr: 3M. PO Box 33600, Department MN80-12, St. Paul. Minnesota 55133.

PRODUCT CATALOG
• Just off the press is a new 1980-81 product catalog containing a complete listing
of the entire line of TransZorb silicon
transient voltage suppressors, NPN
switching transistors. Zener diodes,
temperature compensated diodes, and
highspeed, high voltage switching transistors. Over 250 new devices are included. This 286-page catalog contains
detailed descriptions of characterization
and applications information for many
of the devices listed. Mfr: General Semiconductor Industries, Inc., PO Box 3078,
Tempe, Arizona 85281.
TEST ACCESSORIES
• A new electronics test accessories
catalog is now available. Products
covered include banana plugs, jacks and
patch cords; phone tip jacks, plugs and
connecting cords; test clips, probes, and
holders; binding posts, black boxes and
sockets; molded patch cords, cable
assemblies, test socket adapters; % inch
spaced molded accessories, molded test
leads and connecting leads. Special
features are a new products index, conversion tables of temperatures, and many
other charts and conversions, Mfr: ITT
Pomona Electronics, 1500 F.ast Ninth
Street, Pomona, California 91766.

sound with images (cont.)
Both the AVL and Clear Light systems
have their own trademarked methods for
assuring complete synchronization of
each slide drum with the programming
cues (even after re-lamping during a
show), and both have the capability of
coming out with a hard copy (programming printed on paper) of the entire
show's cues for future reference, and
correction when desired.
IN THE FUTURE...
As we said, multi-image multi-media
shows have come a long way in a short
space of time. Professional programmers,
experts who know the equipment capabilities and how to talk with the computer keyboards or control consoles, can
almost challenge the electronic wizardry
of a video control expert. Quite a few
equipment manufacturers can brag of
the capabilities of their systems in terms
of creatable effects, ease of operation,
"simplicity" of programming, etc. With
multi-screens, multi-imagination, and
multi-money, almost anything (on
second thought, leave out the "almost")
will be possible. Remember, the multiimage philosophy and industry is still in
its crawling stage. There's a lot more to
come. And. like with any new creative
medium, it will be some time yet before
the insatiable audience cries multienough. Remember, there's always a newaudience growing up.
■
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The world's most
advanced hand-held
wireless

After three years of extensive
research, Vega proudly announces
two all-new hand-held wireless
microphones designed for use by
discriminating professional performers, or anyone who must have
superior sound quality without a
mic cable. These microphones are
a substantial improvement over all
previous hand-held wireless mics,
offering not only top audio performance, but also a revolutionary
case/antenna system. Because the
antenna is incorporated into the
microphone housing, unsightly
dangling wires and "rubber
duckies" have been eliminated.
This new design assures that the RF
output is equal to, or better than,
that which could be achieved with
an external antenna—no matter
how the microphone is held. Light
weight and a gracefully contoured
shape contribute to the mic's com-

mic

fortable, well-balanced feel.
The Model 80 is equipped with an
Electro-Voice EV-671 mic capsule,
and the Model 81 utilizes a Shure
SM 58 capsule. Due to very low
distortion and a flat transmitter-toreceiver frequency response of ±2
dB from 40 Hz to 15 kHz (i 1 dB 100
Hz to 12 kHz), the sound is as clear
as you would expect from the best
of conventional hard wired microphones. Used with a Vega "Dynex"
receiver, overall system dynamic
range is better than 90 dB,
eliminating the mixer gain control
riding and distortion caused by
compresion and clipping. (The mics
are available without Dynex for

compatibility with older Vega
receivers or those of different
manufacture.)
Both models use a standard 9V
alkaline battery, offering from 7 to 9
hours continuous use, and a range
of up to 1000 feet. Since operation is
In the 150 to 216 MHz VHF range,
there is no interference from CB
radios or FM broadcast stations in
normal use. An audio gain control
on the bottom of the case lets the
user adjust the mic's sensitivity.
Optimum setup can be verified with
an adjacent LED indicator that
doubles as a battery monitor. The
mics also include a Power On/Off
switch, plus a separate Audio
On/Off switch so you can keep the
receiver quiet when you want to
temporarily silence the mic.

When new techniques are develCetecVega
oped ... they're from Vega.
Division of Cetec Corporation
P.O. Box 5348 • El Monte, CA 91731 • (213) 442-0782 • TWX: 910-587-3539
c
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New Products & Services

MIXER
• The Model 269 Compact Mixer/Console is available in formats ranging from
17x1 to 14x4. Adaptable to a wide range
of applications the Model 269 may be
mounted in a console or portable carrying case, and can be powered by standard
AC. internal NiCads or even 12V DC for
mobile studios. Completely modular
construction simplifies diagnosis and
servicing, and permits rapid changes in
input/output configuration. Controls
include separate low and high-frequency
equalizers with a + 16 dB range, plus a
presence equalizer (± I 1 dB) whose center
frequency is continuously tunable from
150 to 7,000 Hz. The Model 269 also
has independently-metered variablerecovery-rate limiters, complete reverbsend. foldback, and pan pots, and solo,
muting, and slating facilities. There is
also a built-in condenser talkback mike
and a pre-fade monitor amp. Six-step
switches adjust input sensitivity from
-61 to +4 dBu (0 dBu = 0.775V), and the
floating ground XLR connectors provide phantom powering, as well.
Mfr: Stiuicr Re vox Inc.
Circle 50 on Reader Service Card

HARMONIZER

• The HM80 Harmonizer, a compact
unit with a full range of features was
recently introduced. Some of the features
include pitch changing from one octave
up to one octave down, delay from 0 to
270 msec, feedback control, mixing of
effect plus dry signal, repeat, and reverse.
The HM80 has a frequency response of
10 kHz, a dynamic range of 80 dB. accepts line or guitar level input, and
weighs less than three pounds.
Mfr: Eventide Clockworks, Inc.
Price: $775
Circle 52 on Reader Service Card

BULK ERASER

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
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• The Model 7823, Microphone/Line
Distribution Amplifier, includes the
Model 4003 transformer coupled Microphone Preamplifier with adjustable gain to
65dB; and the Model 4820 balanced output Distribution Amplifier which drives
eight 600 ohm lines at +20dBm. A separate line level transformer coupled uninterrupted output from the Microphone
Pre-Amplifier is always available. A
source select switch enables the 7823 to
be alternately used from a line level
source through its balanced, bridging
differential input. An 80dB isolation between outputs with an extremely low
noise and distortion are achieved through
the use of MAP Audio Op-Amps.
MJr: Modular Audio Products
Circle 51 on Reader Service Card

• The QM-250 Bulk Tape Eraser completely demagnitizes commonly used
professional tapes including cassette,
Yt inch, V2 inch, and one inch open reel,
broadcast 8-track cartridge, and ^VHS/
Beta cartridges. The QM-250 is a compact unit weighing only 11 pounds but
will hold reel sizes up to lO'/i inch.
Mfr: Recorder Care
Circle 53 on Reader Service Card

MINI-RACK

LED/VU INDICATORS

P.A. SPEAKER

• The producers of the Scamp Signal
Processing Sysytem have further updated the technology with the introduction of the Mini-rack. Musicians can
configure a Mini-Rack with their favorite Scamp Modules and, using the S02
Microphone Pre-Amp. direct inject a
low level; the format is ideal for rental
companies and for on-location film work
because of its portability. The new Minirack will hold up to six modules excluding the Power Supply unit. The Minirack is built into a robust flight case. External connections can be made via
another module, the SI2 TT Jack
Module.
Mfr: Audio & Design Recording. Inc.
Circle 54 on Reader Service Card

• A new series of high technology
led/VU indicators have been developed.
The unit was constructed as a three inch
bar graph on a 3.5 x 1 inch bezel. A fast
attack makes these indicators read peak
level, so that headroom can be inferred
directly. Slower decay prevents missing a
fast peak. Bright wide-angle rectangular
led's in blocks allow easy viewing under
all light conditions and from any angle.
Integrated level-sensors mean small
simple reliable circuit. Indicator shows
15 levels from 14 to +17 dB in approximately 2 dB steps using 30 leds, with a 1
volt sine wave reading zero dB with a
1500 ohm input resistor. Calibration can
be changed by altering the input resistor,
as with an ordinary VLJ meter. Power
requirement is 10 to 15 volts at 250 ma.
Mfr: Interface Electronics
Price: $100
Circle 56 on Reader Service Card

• The new PA-88 Public Address
Speaker System is said to employ the
latest in sound reinforcement engineering
and design techology for high sensitivity and efficiency. The PA-88 features
a controlled dispersion design that
allows microphones to be positioned
with greater freedom and fewer feedback
problems. The unit features two eightinch woofers for extra bass power
handling, and a high-output piezoelectric
tweeter for smooth high-frequency response. Frequency response is rated at 95
to 18,000 Hz.
Mfr: Radio Shack
Price: $79.95
Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

RING RADIATOR

CONSOLE

DIGITAL EDITING SYSTEM

• The Series 30 Recording Console has
been designed to implement most the
features and performance of its mentor
Series 1600 console, in a smaller size and
at a much lower cost. The Series 30 comes
equipped with 8, 16, or24 discrete output
channels and 8 active mix busses. Mainframe sizes of up to 36 inputs are available, permitting console configurations
ranging from 12x8 to 36x32.
Mfr: Sound Workshop
Circle 57 on Reader Service Card

• This Digital Editing System consists of
a compact console (21 ]/i x 6Vi x 5 inches)
of microprocessor electronics offering
extreme precision, risk-free audition or
edit preview capability, unaltered originals and splice-free masters. The control
module, which determines and monitors
the tape movement of two recorders,
offers special function buttons for determining exact editing points. Refinement can be made by as little as one onethousandth of a second.
Mfr: 3 M. Inc.
Circle 59 on Reader Service Card

• For high definition and sound reproduction in the high frequency region,
the Vortec HF-3000 Ring Radiator
Tweeter offers up-to-the-minute technology. The HF3000 is a fluid-cooled
bullet radiator able to reproduce the
harmonics and timbre integral to faithful and articulate sound reproduction
from 3.5-20 kHz.
Mfr: Iniegraled Sound Syslems
Circle 55 on Reader Service Card
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SOUND EFFECTS

PROGRAMMABLE EQUALIZER
• A new programmable equalizer stores
and recalls 28 sets of EQ curves and level
settings from its own internal memory. It
is a competely self contained system,
using a microcomputer to manage the
affairs of a 4-band analog parametric
equalizer. With this Model 2800 it is
possible to pull the plug and take a sound
from the studio to the cutting room. The
Model 2800 is available in single and dual
channel versions.
Mjr: 360 Systems
Price: $1415 (one channel)
$1730 (two channel)
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card

• A sound effects library containing over
2.200 fully-catalogued effects was recently introduced. The library offers
over 20 hours of recorded sound effects.
The 100 boxed reels of high quality recording tape is available in either 19 or 38
cps (T'/j or 15 ips) playing speeds. All recordings were done on location or in the
studio, not transferred from disc.
Mfr: Sound Ideas
Price: $1,500 (?'/: ips)
$1,750 (15 ips)
Circle 60 on Reader Service Card

TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE
• The Telephone Hybrid Unit, a compact. rack-mountable interface between
studio console and telephone lines,
permits their voice, as well as the voices
of moderators and announcers, to be
heard clearly and without distortion. The
Telephone Hybrid Unit consists of three
basic elements: a "receive" circuit which
amplifies the callers voice signal to a
standard balanced, floating output, as
required by studio consoles, a "transmit"
circuit which converts the announcers
voice back to acceptable telephone line
signal voltage and connects the telephone
line so the caller can hear the announcers
voice, and finally a "hybrid"circuit which
suppresses the high levels of distortion
that are a byproduct of telephone transmission of two voices simultaneously.
Mfr: Sluder Revox Inc.
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

E SERIES

Direct Boxes: Both active and passive SM-1A for
guitars SM-2 and SM-3 for keyboards and
electronic instruments.
"Mic-splitters": Low impedance in and out. Will
handle -|-6 dBm. Will pass phantom voltage.
Isolated grounds.
Ihow/OAd/ hi u/c around the UlofW!
We also manufacture audio transformers,
snakes, audio modules
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR NEW CATALOG
P.O. Box 590,
12931 Budlong Ave.,
"Quality
Engineered
Gardena, OA 90247 U.S.A.
Sound
(213) 770-3510, (800) 421-1828, Products"
TWX (910) 346-7023
Circle 36 on Reader Service Card

• The E Series is the new line of products
upgraded from the original K. Series. In
addition to featuring SFG magnetic
structures, all E Series models are built
with new high-temperature adhesives,
plastic materials and optimally constructed voice coil formers. These features allow for increased efficiency,
greater dynamic range and increased
power handling capability throughout
the line. The E Series consists of the following models: the El 10, a 10-inch loudspeaker for lead or rhythm guitar, keyboards, voice or line array; the El20
12-inch and E-130 15-inch for similar
applications. The E140 15-inch. E145 15inch and E151 18-inch, are for electric
bass or organ.
Mfr: James B. Lansing Sound. Inc.
Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

MULTIMETER

• The "Tech DMM" Model WD-747,
3'/: digit multimeter comes in a compact
bright orange, high impact plastic case. It
may be used to measure DC and AC
voltage. DC current (up to 10 amp.),
resistance and transistor hFE, The WD747 has a built-in socket and circuitry
space for testing transistor hFE, the only
S'A space DMM which does. All functions are color-coded to reduce risk of
operator error. The unit comes complete
with 9V battery, deluxe probes and
spare fuse.
Mfr: T/Z Mfg. /itc.
Price: $89.95
Circle 64 on Reader Service Can!

SOUND-LEVEL METER

VIZ

WD-747
TECH DMM

SOUND PROJECTOR
• The Model B1A-I00 Sound Projector
introduces a unitized bi-axial wideangle sound projection concept that
eliminates phase cancellation, and
offers a unique gimbal-mount that
permits focusing the sound within a
180° directional arch. Molded of highstrength non-resonant structural foam,
the B1A-100 features internal twin
parallel air columns that ensure lobefree and uniform dispersion. Specifications include a 130° horizontal and 60°
vertical dispersion; low-frequency rolloff at 200 Hz; air column length-32 inches;
and sound pressure level—132 dB.
Mfr: Alias Sound
Circle 65 on Reader Service Card

• The 1988 Precision Integrating SoundLevel Meter and Analyzer is a versatile,
lightweight precision sound-level meter
and octave-band analyzer that automatically calculates equivalent continuous sound levels and sound exposure.
The unit features a built-in microprocessor.
Mfr: GenRad
Price: $2950
Circle 67 on Reader Service Card

LOUDSPEAKER
• The new three way Model 310 loudspeaker was recently introduced featuring
extended low frequency—3db down
point at 27 Hz. Designed to eliminate the
necessity for a separate sub-woofer or
low frequency synthesizer, the Model 310
offers a half-octave lower frequency
response than other "large bookshelf"
speakers. Its wideband response is 84dB
SPL output at 1 watt and 1 meter. Other
features include response deviation of
less than ± 1.5dB over a frequency range
of 30 to 20,000 Hz.
Mfr: Camhridge Physics
Price: $349. ea.
Circle 66 on Reader Service Card

Circle 40 on Reader Service Card
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Editorial

Radio

and

Recording

Parti

This month, we begin our three-part series on
radio and recording, with an issue highlighting
architectural acoustics. Next month, we'll have
a look at studio construction, and in August,
we conclude the series with features on studio systems.
That "Radio and Recording" heading simply means
that—although ouremphasis is on the recording studio—
much of the information contained in these three issues
pertains to the broadcast studio as well.
For example, Don and Carolyn Davis'discussion of
TDS, ETC, FTC and TEF should interest the designer
of any studio—recording or broadcast. The feature is an
applications-oriented description of some of Richard
Heyser's pioneering work in this area. As the hardware
gets more sophisticated, the hardware-checking techniques must keep pace, and Fieyser seems to be having no
trouble at all staying one step ahead of things.
Our authors are of course well-known for their longrunning Syn-Aud-Con seminar series (see the db calendar in most issues), and for their work in the development
of the "live end-dead end" TM control room. As for all
those initials, they're fully explained in the article.
Michael Rettinger, author of Acoustic Design and
Noise Control (see db's book page), is certainly no
stranger to architectural acoustics, or to db readers. In
this month's issue, Rettinger states his reservations about
some recent trends in control room design, preferring
to keep the area surrounding the loudspeakers reflective, rather than absorptive.
Which is it to be then; live-end or dead-end? Rettinger
knows, and so will you, after reading A Live-End Environment For Control Room Loudspeakers.
If you're about to build your own studio at last, hold
on a minute! There are many books (including a new
edition of Rettinger's) and consultants available that may
help make the job just a little bit easier. Before breaking
ground, you may want to read one or more of the books
we've reviewed this month or consider hiring outside
help. Our brief feature. Books on Architectural Acoustics
for the Would-be Studio Designer, will give you a
glimpse of what's available.
And speaking of consultants, what happens when
four of them meet in a crowded room? Actually, it was

quite peaceful, and there was no blood shed after all.
The occasion was the recent SPARS convention, where
panelists George Augspurger, Brian Cornfield, Jefl
Cooper and John Storyk offered their views on Recording Studio Design and Acoustics. We've excerpted parts
of the seminar, which took place in Los Angeles last
month.
And from Texas comes word of what's happening at
Indian Creek Recording Studio. Surely an acoustician's
delight, Indian Creek did not have to contend with
noisy neighbors, flight patterns, railroads, and all the
other little distractions well-known to urban studios.
June is also APRS month. That's the Association of
Professional Recording Studios, in England. The APRS
holds its annual exhibition in London this month, and to
celebrate the event, we asked John Borwick to prepare a
brief guide to the latest in pro' audio hardware from the
U.K. note that Borwick offers representative costs in
Pounds Sterling. As these words are being type-set, the
conversion rate is $2.21 per British Pound. Flowever,
this is a rough estimate at best, since fluctuating exchange
rates, import duties and what-not must all be lactored in.
So, for a more accurate quotation, contact the various
U.S. reps listed by Borwick. (Tell 'em db sent you!)
By the way, complimentary subscriptions(or renewals)
are on the way to the readers listed below, who quickly
responded to our invitation in the January editorial. If
you missed out on that one, we hope you caught our
second invitation, in a more-recent issue. It not, keep
watching.
William H. Beam. Jr.
Terrence W. Beverly
Ray Caudell
A1 Fierstein
Philip R. Gere
Bob Katz
G. W. Kaufhold
R. M. Keils
Mike Marko
Lary Nefzger
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THE STUDER STANDARD

Good is not enough,

only excellence is adequate.
The Studer A80/RC Mk II. For studio
mastering. Or cutting master lacquers.
Or broadcast syndication or master
film soundtracks. Whenever you need
a 1/4-inch master recorder you can
base your reputation on, you need a
machine built to the unique Studer
standard of excellence. The Studer
A 80/RC Mk II.
Compare the editing facilities of the
A80/RC Mk II with any other master
recorder on the market. And the
unique Studer real-time (positive and
negative) digital tape position indicator
and zero-locating feature. Compare
the noise level of its electronics. Check
out the wide variety of available head
configurations, including a pilot tone
version with or without resolver for

Circle 29 on Reader

film sync applications. Vari-speed
control (±7 musical semitones) is standard, as is a monitor panel with built-in
speaker/amplifier which lets you cue
the tape right at the machine without
tying up your monitor system.
As for servicing ease, the A80/RC Mk II
is simply incomparable. All the logic
boards have LED status indicators so a
failure can be spotted instantly. You
can even take apart the entire recorder
with the two Allen wrenches supplied.
Of course, there aren't any secrets to
the incredible rigidity of the die-cast,
precision-milled ABO frame and the
extraordinary machining tolerances of
its stainless steel headblock. Only Willi
Studer's characteristic unwillingness
to compromise.

Others could make their heads and
motors as well, no doubt; they just
don't. Servo-controlled reel torque and
capstan drive (independent of line frequency or voltage) aren't exactly new
concepts. Nor is PROM-logic transport
control. But try them all out and see
whether you can settle for anything
less than the Studer A80/RC Mk II.
Second best is very good today.
But not good enough.
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
{615)254-5651
Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780-4234
New York (212) 255-4462
In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.
emDBMi reVox

JOHN WORAM

Recording

and

Studio

Design

Acoustics

The second national convention of the Society of Professional
Audio Recording Studios brought together a prominent
group of consultants whose opinions are as diverse as their
individual designs. As surprise would have it, though, they do
agree on some things.

The control room of Streetervlle Recording Studios,
of Chicago, as designed by George Augspurger of
Perception, Inc.

Spars—the society of professional audio recording STUDIOS recently held its second national convention (Los Angeles. May 3-7). In existence for less than
one year, almost 40 recording studios are now found
on the SPARS roster of member studios.

John Woram is the editor of dh Magazine, principal of
Woram Audio Associates, and author of the
"Recording Studio Handbook. "

During the SPARS gathering, one day was set aside for a
series of seminars on various aspects of the recording industry.
The seminar. Recording Studio Design and Acoustics, brought
together a panel of prominent acoustical consultants, who
discussed their various approaches to the subject.
In his introductory comments, SPARS v.p. Bob Liftin
(Regent Sound, New York City) reminded seminar participants
that unlike the recording hardware within—the studio and
control room can't be traded in easily, whenever a new model is
introduced. Yet, acoustic design fashions certainly do change
over the years, as several panelists noted. And. when a new
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concept in studio acoustics is proposed, it's almost impossible
to day any "comparison shopping" before buying. The best you
may do is listen to someone else's room, and then try to imagine
what your studio might sound like, given a similar acoustic
treatment. Worse yet, you can't exchange the finished product
for a different model, if you don't like it once its completed. Of
course, you can always tear down and re-build, but that gets
rather expensive, as the folks at Lincoln Center can tell you.
All of this points up the need for lots of advance "homework"
before undertaking any studio construction project. Many
studio owners prefer to call in outside help, and to give SPARS
members a better idea of what's available, each panelist
presented his approach to studio acoustics. Summaries of each
presentation are given below.

BRIAN CORNFIELD
Brian Cornfield recently completed a new studio for David
Gates of Bread, and has developed an analysis of a 25,000
square-foot studio complex for the Osmonds in Provo, Utah.
Other credits include the Music Annex in San Francisco, and
post-production and tele-cine studios for Compact Video in
Burbank. Currently under construction in Guatemala is a
ground-up 24-track recording studio and disc-mastering
facility.
Cornfield stresses the importance of more-effective use of
space, particularly in wall treatment. With floor space at a
premium, he prefers a 6-inch multi-band trapping system,
rather than the 3- or 4-foot traps used in the past. Metal-stud
wall construction helps, by offering some inherent lowfrequency attenuation due to flexing, as well as satisfying most
fire codes.

mistakes will sometimes be made. Storyk recalls that
Buckminster Fuller once said that if you ever meet a person who
doesn't make mistakes, he's probably not doing anything.
To keep mistakes down, and cost overruns and other
unpleasantness to a minimum, Storyk advocates a detailed preconstruction program. Before starting, many clients don't know
precisely what they want. How big? Flow much? How many
musicians? What kind of music? All these questions must be
answered up front. If they're not, the program wasn't detailed
enough, and there are bound to be mistakes.
As Storyk analyzes successful studios, he finds that many are
not the glamour packages that appear on the covers of
magazines. Yet, these studios are successful because they have
correctly analyzed their own unique position in the
marketplace. They evolved over the years, improving with age,
and each one is the result of a successful program, and—each
one is different.
Citing his own designs over the past six of seven years, he
notes that there is no one "Storyk design"—they all look and
feel different, due to client needs, budget, location, etc. Storyk
described a studio built in Iceland, where lava was used
throughout due to its accessibility, and the fact that there is
little or no wood available on the island. The same construction
technique would not go over too well in Africa. In other words,
the program must also take into account the natural resources
of the client's venue.

On the David Gates project. Cornfield developed a sandwichtype broad-band vari-trap system, using Owens Corning and
US Gypsum aborptive materials. The surface of the trap is a
large shutter system, which when closed gives a reflective
characteristic to the room. Opening the shutters gives about 60
percent absorbency into the face of the trap. The trapping is not
used near the drum booth, in order to prevent shutter rattling.

JEFF COOPER
Jeff Cooper studied architecture under Bob Newman of Bolt,
Beranek and Newman, and did his thesis on recording studio
design. His recent projects include a 3,000 square-foot studio
for Polygram Records in Singapore, San Francisco's American
Zoetrope Studios, and Fantasy Films. He has also designed
three studios and two disc-mastering rooms for Velvet Records
in Venezuela, and a sound research room for New York
Institute of Technology in New York.

When possible. Cornfield designs his control rooms within a
25 x 25-foot shell, with a height of 9-to-10 feet. Side walls are
usually non-reflective, backwards from the center position, and
the ceiling and rear walls are soft. Speakers are placed at ear
level and perpendicular to the floor. The engineer's seat is
placed at four-to-six times the distance between the low- and
high-frequency drivers. Console placement is determined by the
speaker angle, which is typically 60-to-90 degrees.

Cooper notes that his designs try to realize some undescribed
goal which every client has when he begins. He doesn't endorse
any specific style of room acoustics, such as near- or far-field
monitoring, live end-dead end, etc. Instead, he tries to achieve
the kind of "ideal" room that the client prefers. As a
consequence, some Cooper rooms are very bright, while others
are almost anechoic. Some are very large (a 30 x 30 room with
an 8 x 17 window), while others are quite small (4 x 4!).

The audience is at the rear of the control room, where there is
usually an 8-to-iO foot sofa on a small riser (6-to-8 inches).

Over the last ten or more years. Cooper has seen studio design
change to meet the isolation needs of multi-track recording. The
old studios of RCA and others were built for diffuse ambience,
and musicians liked to play music in them. Then came drum
booths, piano traps, and isolation rooms. Recording engineers
liked the separation, but musicians didn't like the "feel." The
rooms were dead, and inflexible: the piano had to be in the trap,
the drums in the booth, and so on.

JOHN STORYK
John Storyk has a degree in architecure from Princeton, and
his company, Sugarloaf View, was founded in 1974.
Specializing in acoustical design and construction, his credits
include Electric Lady in New York, Leon Russell's church in
Tulsa, Record Plant's Studio B in Los Angeles, and studios in
Jamaica, Trinidad, Iceland and Africa.
Storyk considers himself an architect, and not a studio
hardware specialist. "1 can't even turn most of it on," he quips,
and confesses to really being a frustrated amateur musician. As
for "pre-testing" a studio design, theoretically its possible, by
faithfully duplicating an existing room. Practically though,
Storyk finds that most clients want "different than," rather than
"same as." And so, the acoustician/architect must come up with
an original design almost every time, and of course, some

About three or four years ago, the emphasis came back to
bands, and to groups of musicians. Cooper's designs are now
going back towards the style of the older rooms. He's designing
for an overall room ambience, and then handling isolation on a
"per-instrument" basis. Typically, this may be one continuous
treatment, with diffuser slats pre-positioned at 45 degrees. Bass
trapping is in the ceiling, with design details determined by
membrane resonator formulas.
With tight floor spaces and costs. Cooper feels the best way to
handle acoustical treatment is to fully utilize the ceiling—take
the treatment away from the walls, so you don't use of valuable
floor space. In fact, he includes ceiling height and cubic volume
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Golden Age Recorders in Culver City, California. This
studio features a modular diffuser-slat design to optimize
room ambience and increase reverberant field
homogeneity. Bass absorption is accomplished by the
ceiling resonator cove, and natural light provided by the
four-paned acoustical skylight. Acoustic design by
Jeff Cooper.
among the most important parameters in studio design. He's
even gone to the point of excavation, in order to provide
sufficiently high ceilings.
GEORGE AUGSPURGER
George Augspurger founded Perception, Inc. about ten years
ago, and since that time has been active in architectural
acoustics and large-scale sound system design.
Unlike the architect/acoustician and the turnkey studio
supplier, Augspurger prefers to work in cooperation with an
architect or studio supply house. He points out that there is no
miracle set of rules for building a studio, and no single
philosophy will please all of the clients all of the time.
Homework is very important, and can save considerable time
and money.
As studio design work evolves, Augspurger is sure that the
services of many of the old theoretical acousticians, who lost
some favor during the early days of multi-track, will be at a
premium once again. These people still know how to design
studios that are quiet, with extremely high transmission loss.
Pictured are the studio and isolation booths at
Sound West Studios, San Diego, Ca., also designed by
Augspurger. The design highlights modern decor in
harmony with functional capability.

A side view of Fantasy Film's film mixing facility,
Berkeley, Ca., as designed by Jeff Cooper. (See this
month's cover for another view.)

Augspurger always factors room equalization into his
control room designs, although he is quick to point out that the
best equalization is usually also the least equalization. He states
he's never heard a control room that couldn't be made a little
better with the option of equalization, although this may be
nothing more than trying to make the left speaker sound like the
right speaker. Of course, room equalization should never be
used as a bandage, to patch up a poorly designed room.
SUMMING UP
The panelists all seemed to agree that studios and control
rooms should not be mass produced, as if they were
microphones or loudspeakers. Although the room is also a
transducer, its design needs to be tailored to meet the particular
requirements of the client. And, as noted several times, the
room cannot be replaced quite so easily as the other
transducers.
For further information on studio design and acoustics, the
panelists are;
George L. Augspurger
Perception, inc.
Box 39536
Los Angeles, California 90039
(213) 933-5601
Brian Cornfield
Everything Audio
16055 Ventura Blvd.
Suite 1001
Encino, California 91436
(213) 995-4175
Jeff Cooper, consultant in acoustics
22627 Cavalier Street
Woodland Hills, California 91364
(213) 887-9100
John Storyk
Sugarloaf View, Inc.
31 Union Square West
New York, NY 10002
(212) 675-1166
For further details about SPARS, see the db Special Report
in our October, 1979 issue, or write to;
SPARS
215 South Broad Street
7th floor
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
(215) 735-9666
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Utilizing equipment already used by most acoustical
consultants,

TDS and ETC is an instrumentation system

limited only by the wit of the user to apply it and
interpret the results.

Over twenty years ago (1957), one of the truly great
audio investigators, William B. Snow (who gained
early fame as a part of the Bell Telephone Laboratory scientists that did the first stereophonic
demonstrations in 1931 and 1932), wrote an article entitled.
Application oj Acoustical Engineering Principles to Home
Music Rooms. This article appeared in the 1957, Nov.-Dec.
issue of the IRE Transactions on Audio. The article, almost
totally unknown among high fidelity aficionados, is timeless in
its approach to needed fundamentals. To quote.
The direct sound has an extremely important role.... It
contributes to the appreciation of short transient sounds.
But, more than that, it alone carries the information giving
the sense of direction, by allowing the listener to observe
initial transients clearly during the short time interval
before the many directioned reflections begin to arrive
at his ears.
Reverberation is both good and bad.... Reverberation
raises the sound level and adds a quality to music which
people enjoy, in addition to helping musicians play bv
allowing them to hear themselves and each other. But if it is
excessive, it destroys definition As in the case of so
many engineering problems proper control must be exercised
to gam the benefits while minimizing the detrimental aspects.
Further on in discussing room resonances, he writes:
As soon as there are reflections at the room boundaries,
this effect (resonance) will persist and there will be differences
in response at various pans of the room. It should not be
considered a fault people like to listen to music in rooms,
and this is a normal characteristic of that kind of listening.
As with reverberation, the proper procedure is to control
the effect and this is done primarily with room shape.

Don <& Carolyn Davis are freelance writers who have
authored many articles on a variety of audiorelated topics.

THE HAAS (PRECEDENCE, HENRY, FAY-HALL,
ET AL) EFFECT
E. Madsen s paper. The Disclosure of Hidden Information
in Sound Recording, includes an excellent visualization of
the so-called Haas Effect parameters. (For the purposes of
this article, what the authors mean by the Flaas Effect is the
psychoacoustic fusion of common origin signals from spatially
separated sources into an apparent single image located at
the position of the nearest—in time—source.)

Figure 1. The "fusion zone for a common origin signals
where one source is delayed in time varies over the
time region shown by Madsen (for a single reflection;.
The effect is dependent upon the reverberation
time of the acoustic enclosure and can vary from less
than 1 msec in an anechoic chamber to over 30 msec in
a very "live" room.

MIDDLE

right

If a person sitting symmetrically between two identical noise
sources L and R receive exactly the same sound impulse from
both sources, it appears to him that there is only one sound
source midway between L and R.
But if the pulse L is increasingly delayed with respect to R, the
sound picture moves quickly over to R, where it stays until the
time delay goes over a certain value. Beyond this one hears two
separate sound impulses. 1 hese conditions do not change, even
il the source L is made louder than source R. It is only when the
volume ratio exceeds values in the curve shown, that one recognizes L as a separate sound source.
1 he apparent volume of the sound source is subjectively felt
to be greater than the actual volume of the source.
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Three views of the monitoring environment.
Lower left: This front view shows the familiar "frequency
response. " The fact that high frequencies are delayed
is not apparent.
Lower right: In this side view, we see energy-versus-time.
Top: In examining frequency-versus-time. we may
observe the "time smear" in the vicinity of the crossover
region. This irregularity will vary from one system to
another.
Center: A three-dimensional representation of time,
energy and frequency responses.

This psychoacoustic fusion, first recognized by Joseph
Henry over 125 years ago, is today normally identified as
either the Haas Effect or the Precedence Effect. Figure 1
illustrates the parameters governing this effect according
to Madsen.
An excellent overview of this subject is Mark B. Gardner's
Some Single—and Multiple-Source Localization Effects
that appeared in the Journal of the A udio Engineering Society,
July-August 1973, Vol 21. No. 6. pp 430-437. This paper is
accurate, succinct, and accessible. Its bibliography is extensive
and well chosen.
Recently in a letter to the Editor of the Acoustical Society of
America entitled. Effects of Early Multiple Reflections on
Subjective Preference Judgments of Music Sound Fields,
Y. Ando and D. Gottlob point out their conclusions, The delay
time of the first reflection is not as important as the delay
time of the strongest reflection. Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America. Vol. 65(2), Feb. 1979, pp. 524-527.
Even more fundamental is the earlier work of Heinrich
Kuttruff in his book. Room Acoustics (Applied Science
Publishers. London 1973) in which he notes that. "If there is a
hot, hard reflection within the first 20 msec, the masked
shadow zone (fusion zone) will he extended beyond the 20
msec value. "(The authors are indebted to the Boston acoustical
consultant, Ted Uzzle, for bringing this information to our
attention.)

Carefully-generated reflections could extend the fusion
zone to as much as 50 msec. The work of Leo Beranek in his
book. Music Acoustics and Architecture, points out the
importance of the initial time delay gap to the subjective aural
judgement of a room's size. While there is debate regarding
other claims made for various initial time delay gaps, there is
no debate regarding its role in judging the apparent size of
a space.
Finally, the work of the authors in the development of the
"live end-dead end"(LEDE) control room results in an orderly
understanding of the architectural acoustic requirements of a
small room.
In the evaluation of any monitoring system and/or
environment, we are accustomed to examining frequency and
amplitude. For example. Figure I (lower left) illustrates the
energy-versus-frequency of a woofer and a tweeter, plotted in
the conventional form which we have been taught to call a
"frequency response."
To the right of the frequency response, we see a plot of energy
density-versus-time, which we call an ETC curve. It will soon
become apparent that ETC is by far the most-useful viewpoint,
whenever a sound source is placed in a room.
If we consider TDS and ETC as front- and side-views of a
three-dimensional drawing, we discover yet another way to
look at the variables; from the top, we may observe a frequencyversus-time curve, or FTC. This is shown at the top of Figure 2.
To summarize, we have:
TDS—amplitude-versus-frequency response.
ETC—an energy-versus-time response.
FTC—frequency-versus-time responses.
TEF MEASUREMENTS
TEF is a combination of the time, energy and frequency
responses, as seen in the three-dimensional representation at
the center of Figure 2. This TEF combination can give unbelievable insights into the interface of electro-acoustic sources
with architectural spaces. (For another type of three-dimensional analysis, see Three-dimensional Analysis: It's About
Space, in the April 1979 issue of db—Ed.)
TEF is the brainchild of mathematician-philosopher
Richard C. Heyser. The real significance of TEF is the spreading realization that here is a new acoustical and electrical
measuring system with literally a hundred techniques superior
to those currently in use. TEF also speeds up acoustical measuring work in architectural spaces by a factor of 10.000-to-l,
and the ETC technique should prove to be particularly useful.

Figure 3. The Heyser module is an inverse Fourier
transform from frequency back to time with
both amplitude and phase accounted for as energy density.
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Frequency Range; DC-10 Hz to DC-100
kHz in a 1-2-5 sequence.
Analysis
Bandwidth
Hz
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10000
20000
50000
100000

Frequency
Resolution
Hz
.025
.05
.125
.25
,5
1.25
2.5
5
12.5
25
50
125
250

Time
Window
Sec
40
20
8
4
2
.8
,4
.2
.08
.04
.02
.008
.004

Resolution: 400 lines of frequency
resolution.
Figure 4. Chart of GenRad readout contrasting
analysis bandwidth, frequency resolution,
and time window.

The GenRad model 2512 spectrum analyzer.

USING THE ETC TECHNIQUE
Readers of the Journal ot the Audio Engineering Society
are familiar with Dick Heyser's use of ETC in the testing of
loudspeaker systems. The extension of his technique to
include the reflecting surfaces in a room is inherent in Dick's
patented process.
Before going into the analysis of specific data, let's first
briefly describe how we are making the measurements and some
of the equipment that is used. FIGURE 3 shows the interconnection of the specially-modified EFT analyzer we use with
Heyser's inverse FFT circuitry. (EFT stands for East Fourier
Transform.)
A Hewlett-Packard Model 3325A frequency synthesizer/
function generator is used because its stability allows repeatable
measurements separated by a lengthy period of time. The
particular EFT analyzer we prefer is the GenRad 2512 spectrum
analyzer. I his is a narrow-band, 400-line analyzer, distinguished by its ease of setup and controllability. Instead of
myriad knobs and switches, it displays "menus" on its screen,
and you select—with a movable cursor—the functions you
desire. As each menu page is called up, any material made
non-selectable by a previous selection is deleted, leaving only
those choices that are still viable. We literally set up our first
2512 without an instruction manual, and had a good workable
measurement going in about two minutes.

The Hewlett-Packard 3580A spectrum analyzer.

Figure 5. This shows a theoretical depiction of a
desired sound field in a sound reproducing environment
such as a home music room or a recording studio
control room.
DISTANCE BETWEEN SOUWDSOURCE AND MIC
DIRECT SOUND
INITIAL TIME DELAY GAP
FIRST SIGNIFICANT REFLECTI0f|
SECOND SI GHfFICANT REFLECTION
THIRD SIGNIFICANT REFLECTION
The Model 3325A synthesizer and function generator
from Hewlett-Packard.
Some of the equipment used by the author for the analysis
described in Figure 3.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Figure 6A. How ETC data is interpreted. In this example
we have marked out the direct sound plus the floor,
ceiling, and rear wall reflections.

Figure 6B. By holding a hand over the microphone,
the display changes to this form.

The equipment works in the following manner: We adjust
the TDS signal analyzer's sweep rate for 10 kHz-per-second,
and a linear amplitude mode is selected. The resolution bandwidth of the internal filter is set to 300 Hz.
On the GenRad FFT analyzer, the nearest corresponding
time scale of 0.8 seconds shows a bandwidth of 500 Hz (see
Figure 4). Using a proprietary Heyser module, the 500 Hz
frequency scale on the FFT becomes a 50 msec time scale
(500 Hz/10 kHz-per-second = 50 msec). Since there are 400 lines
of resolution on the FFT, the time-per-line is 50 msec/ 400 lines,
or 0.125 msec-per-line. This corresponds to the former frequency-per-line resolution of 500 Hz/400 lines, or 1.25 Hzper-line.
The FFT analyzer now displays an ETC curve, such as the
one seen in Figure 5, although the analyzer's cursor continues
to provide a "frequency" readout which of course now had no
direct significance. However, if the cursor is moved directly
into alignment with one of the displayed lines, we may calculate
the distance (from the microphone) from which that particular
displayed ETC spectrum arrived, by the formula;
PFFT frequency "I
distance = time per line I freq per |jne I velocity 0' sound

FINDING THE DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL
FOR EACH REFLECTION
While knowing the total energy density of each spectrum and
its time of arrival or total travel distance is helpful, the "real
time" ability to tell its direction of arrival makes ETC a revolutionary tool for studying and correcting room geometry and
absorption.
For example, suppose that we observed an ETC display such
as Figure 6A. If, when we place our hand between the microphone and the ceiling the ETC changes to Figure 6B, we know
which spectra came from the direction of the ceiling by noting
the attentuated spectra on the second display, I heir arrival
time tells us if they are first, second, or later reflections.
By placing the FFT cursor directly on the line identified
as the ceiling spectrum, we can then "tune" our TDS frequency
offset and observe it on the FFT screen by going to the 10 Hz
bandwidth on the TDS analyzer. When the TDS offset is tuned
precisely to the cursor, a display such as Figure 7 appears.
If at this point we punch from linear to log mode on the TDS
amplitude mode, we see displayed on the screen of the TDS
analyzer the energy-versus-frequency (i.e.. the frequency
response) of the ceiling reflections. Since all this is occurring as
fast as the TDS analyzer is sweeping (essentially, a real-time
observation), it is possible to actually watch the effect ol
placing absorption on the surface, changing the surface's angle.

Thus, if our cursor readout displayed say, 78.5 Hz, the
distance would be;
r78.5 1
-j-25 I 1130 = 8.87 feet
The next formula calculates the time it takes to travel that
distance;
"1 0.125 msec-per-line = 7.85 msec
1.25 Hz-per-hne J

Figure 7. This is what the FFT screen looks like when
not allowed to see the full 50 msec of time (this is
accomplished by narrowing the bandwidth of the
sweeping band pass filter in the TDS analyzer.)
This mode allows precise "tuning" of the TDS offset
oscillator to the FFT's cursor (set on a selected
reflection spectrum) directly with speed and accuracy.

It is easy to see that by placing the FFT's cursor on the desired
reflection, its total travel time and distance are readily available.
THE IDEAL ETC RESPONSE
What kind of ETC signal should arrive at a listener's ears?
From the above information, the desired criteria can be listed.
These criteria are also seen in Figure 5.
1. An initial time delay gap of 15 to 20 msec. The initial time
delay gap is the time in msec between the arrival of the
direct sound and the first reflection of significant level.
2. A second hot reflection within 15 to 20 msec after the
first significant reflection.
3. Diffusion of the reflections.
4. Control of the number of higher-energy refiections.
5. No premature high-energy reflections that cause broadband anomolies.
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placing a diffuser on the surface, etc. (See Figure 8.) The
observation can take place either as a frequency response, or as
an energy-time (ETC) response.
MEASURING THE VELOCITY OF SOUND
An interesting aside is that this technique can be utilized
to measure the velocity of sound, even when you are not sure
where the actual acoustic center is located. Make two measurements. at say, 4 and 16 feet. Note both FFI displays. The
dillerence between the two readings is absolute, with reference
to your measured distance,
velocity
measured distance x frequency-per-line
of sound =
time-per-line * difference between FFT displays
As an example, suppose that we find that at 4 feet, the FFT
reads 35.4 Hz and at 16 feet it reads 141.6 Hz. 1 herefore, the
velocity of sound is;
(16.4 feet) (1.25 Hz-per-line)
(0.000125 sec-per-line) (141.6 Hz-35.4 Hz) = I 129.4 feet-per-sec
This measurement is valuable in doing your regular TDS
measurements where the velocity of sound acts as a constant
in your distance calculation. (See FIGURE 9.)

Figure 8. Having "tuned" to a reflection spectrum,
the TDS view can be used to adjust diffusion
or absorption.
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Figure 9. The measurement of sound velocity can serve
as a useful familiarization exercise in ETC techniques.

SUMMARY
TDS-FTC means that we can literally adjust the initial time
delay gaps, spacing of early hot gap reflections (a la Kuttruff
Ando, Gottlob) while insuring good diffusion. When a boundary returns too much or too little energy, either too early or too
late, we can identify the offending surface quickly, and observe
the change as we treat it. We are able to show the role of reflections in the construction of what are called room modes, and
demonstrate how to influence their development.
Obvious uses of TDS-ETC are;
I. Observe the time correction of loudspeakers, loudspeaker arrays, and see "time warp."
2. Observe ETC during sound system feedback, to detect
precisely which surface or surfaces interact with the
sound source to cause the particular feedback being
heard.
3. Measuring the velocity of sound.
4. Observe the adjustment of digital time delay devices.
5. Observe the effects on an electrical signal as it passes
through a typical console's processing.
Calibrating psychoacoustic experiments relative to
variations of time, energy, frequency, etc.
7. Measuring the distance to an inaccessible surface by
reflecting sound from it.
8. Observe the changes in velocity that occur when sound
passes through differing material, such as wood, glass,
air, water, etc.
9. Determine with great accuracy the direction of arrival
and the distance traveled.
10. The measurement and observation of direct, reflected
and total sound energy vs. frequency.
I he measurement of loudspeaker directivity factor by
a single sweep of the TDS analyzer.
12. Absorption and reflection coefficients in situ as they
are applied and adjusted.
Truly TDS-ETC is an imtnmientation system limited only
by the wit of the user to apply it and interpret the results.
Utilizing equipment already used by competent acoustical
consultants (wave analyzer, EM analyzer, frequency synthesizer, counter and voltmeter) in addition to the usual and
still required I / 3 octave analyzer, I DS-ETC growth is primarily limited by the user's need of application training.
The next important step in the development of the TDSE PC system ol measurement is the manufacture of a dedicated
instrument designed specilically for electro and architectural
acoustic applications at a price accessible to the professional
audio engineer and serious experimenter.
■
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MICHAEL RETTINGER
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Loudspeakers

Recent studio design trends have attempted to make the control
room area more sound absorbent.

This analysis discusses

the advantages of a reflective environment about the loudspeakers
in control room applications.

A l l FMPTS HAVh BHbN MADE to introduce sound absorplion in the vicinity of the control room loudspeaker (1).
/ % I his has been done to minimize acoustic comb filter
X. A. effects w hen first-order reflections about the radiators meet with the direct sound wave at the mixing console.
Ii is the purpose of this analysis to discuss the advantages ol a
reflective environment about the loudspeakers in a control
room.
TESTING FOR INTERFERENCE
Interference produced by a single reflection and a direct
sound ray can readily be depicted graphically, and a real-time
analyzer can also demonstrate this phenomenon in the open
when a single microphone is employed. It is more dillicult to calculate the quantitative effect, and to evaluate the qualitative effect,
of more than one first-order reflection arriving at the listener's
head. A dummy head with a high-quality condenser microphone in each ear, a phase-correcting network tor the transducers. rectification of each microphone before mixing for an
average effect, and adequate filtering will result in a loudspeaker response curve somewhat dillerent from that contained for the single receiver in the open with only one microphone. When loudspeakers are tested with several like signals,
the response irregularities depend on the distance between
the transducers, the time intervals between them and their
phase relationships. The difficult part of the experiment, however. is to evaluate the qualitative results on music, with its
highly-transitory signals, when such first-order reflection
interference takes place in an enclosure such as a control room.
ACOUSTIC COMB FILTER EFFECTS
1 he shorter the time intervals between the individual reflections and the direct sound, the less is the ear able to detect

Michael Ret linger is a consultant on acoustics ami
author of "Acoustic Design. "

acoustic comb filter effects. Also, such reinforced music is often
evaluated as "more pleasing." simply because of this variety of
phase effects. By the same token, the music of many violins in
a symphony orchestra is preferred over that ol but a tew such
string instruments, even though there exists a wide variety of
phase relationships between the many violins. And, what mixer
has not noticed the unpleasant reverberatoriness resulting from
a "one-dimensional" reverberator like a spring compared to the
pleasing impression achieved with a "three-dimensional unit
like a chamber when "reverb" is added to a program?
DIAMETER-TO-WAVELENGTH RATIOS
FIGURE 1 shows the directional characteristics of a vibrating
piston in an infinite baffle, for various ratios of piston
diameter-to-wavelength (D/X)- For such a device, we may
write the formula.
Ji(*)
R
kD, 4 sin X
R
= response, at angle, a.
J,(x) - a Bessel function of the first order (see text).
1)
= diameter of piston,
k
= 6.28/A
a
= angle of radiation.
X
= wavelength of sound.
Although Bessel functions are complex, they need not be
mysterious, or beyond the reach of the studio designer; there
are tables available for this mathematical relationship, even
as there are tables for sine, cosine, tangent, etc. For example,
in the function. Ji (x). when a = 90 degrees and f = 200 Hz,
then x = 0.5kD sin a. or 0.4081. From a Bessel function table, we
find that J, (x) - 0.1960. With this value in the numerator of
the formula given above, we lind that the speaker response
at 90 degrees is 0.96.
LOUDSPEAKER POSITIONING
Now, to further explain, and illustrate the undesirable effect
of placing a loudspeaker above a large window in an otherwise-
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Figure 1. Directional radiation characteristics of a circular
piston in an infinite baffle for various ratios of piston
diameter to wavelength of generated sound.
absorbent front wall of a control room, let's examine a practical application. Consider a woofer with a 1.5 foot diameter
diaphragm, emitting a 100 Hz tone. (When the parameter d/A
is multiplied by the speed of sound, we obtain the frequency of
the signal being radiated by the piston.) For such a unit, the
directional output is practically a hemisphere, since we found
that, at 90 degrees the response is 0.96, or 96 per cent of the output along the longitudinal, or normal, direction. This means
that almost as much sound is directed at the control room
window as is directed to the mixer. As shown by the dashed
line in Figure 1, a strong first-order 100-Hz reflection is received by the mixer. When the environment about the loudspeaker is rendered highly sound-absorbent, this arrives without any accompanying first-order mid-range or treble reflections. This results in an amplitude distortion of the signal, not
unlike that produced by raising the low-frequency response of
the reproduce amplifier. Very likely, the mixer in such a situation will be tempted to attenuate the bass notes of his program,
to the disadvantage of the final listener in his living room or den.
MINIMIZING EXCESSIVE TIME INTERVALS
To minimize excessive time intervals between the direct
sound and first-order reflections arriving at the mixing console,
reflective panels should be placed about the loudspeakers in
a control room, as illustrated in Figure 2, chiefly for the high
notes. There is presently no way to make a window soundabsorptive to reduce the time lag of the first-order bass reflections discussed above.
Besides the qualitative disadvantages connected with an
absorbent environment about the control room loudspeakers.
Figure 2. The plan and elevation of the control room shown
on the left side of the figure illustrate the relatively
long time intervals between first-order reflections when
the walls and ceiling of the room are utilized as reflectors;
those on the right show the resulting short time intervals
when reflectors are placed about the loudspeakers.
C: console: S: speaker; W: wall.

there are also other objections to such a configuration. Since
it would obviously not be desirable to have both a dead front
wall in front of the mixer and a dead rear wall behind him.
we now require a live surface behind the console. But this leads
to other problems, particularly in respect to the shape of this
reflective rear surface. To prevent echoes, it has to be deeply
corrugated so that the low-frequencies will be adequately dispersed instead of resulting in a standing wave phenomenon.
And it may lead to longer time intervals between the first reflection from that wall and the direct sound, because of the distances involved between console and wall.
When a loudspeaker operates in the open or in an absorptive
environment about itself, an acoustic impedance mismatch
results between the unit and the air. When reflective surfaces
are near the radiator— particularly when the unit is placed at
the throat of a horn this hard environment acts as an acoustic
transformer to achieve a higher power conversion efficiency
for the system.
"ONE MAN'S MEAT..."
This is certainly not to say that persons may not prefer such
an acousticaily-inverted control room. Does everyone like
rock-and-roll music rather than Beethoven's Seventh Symphony or Wagner's overture to Tannhauser? And what about
the many different musical scales from the scale of just intonation to the chromatic scale of equal temperament? Does every
one like the same scale? NO! Similarly, some will prefer the reflective surfaces described in this articfe. Others will choose an
absorptive treatment. In either case, there is no disputing personal taste.
REFERENCES
I. Chips Davis and Don Davis "LEDE Live End-Dead End Control
Room Acoustics." Recording Engineer I Producer. February 1979
V. 10, No. I.
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JOHN ROLLO

Indian

Creek

Studio:

Texas

Recording

State-of-the-art,

Style

Nestled in the hills of Southwest Texas, Indian Creek Recording
offers the best of recording technology in unique surroundings.

Indian Creek Recording Studio set in the rolling hills of
Southwest Texas.

THE concept OF starting a 24-track state-of-the-art
studio in the middle of the Texas hill country is in itself
a unique idea. The project began three years ago by
Marty Manry, President of Indian Creek Recording
studio. The studio is located on a 4,000 acre ranch 80 miles
west of San Antonio. Texas. As Southwest Texas enjoys nearperfect weather all year round, the location is ideal. Visitors to

John Rollo is Chief Engineer at Indian Creek
Recording Studio.

Indian Creek can also take advantage of the beautiful Texas
hill country and surrounding rivers. Within a short distance is
the Texas Gulf Coast and Mexican border.
A LARGE UNDERTAKING
Indian Creek Recording took nearly six months to design
and detail, and another fourteen months to build. Its shear
massiveness is unlike any other studio in the U.S., and it is unlikely that many will ever rival it. Constructed on the side of a
gently-sloping hill, the foundation of the building has been set
on bedrock, requiring slab beams as much as six feet in depth,
while five different slab levels have been incorporated for
visual, structural and acoustic purposes. The slab may seem
a little overdone, but considering that all walls, exterior and
interior, have been constructed of eighteen-inch-thick reinforced rock as high as eighteen feet, the reasoning becomes ap-
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parent. 1 he rock walls are integrated with nearly two thousand
square leet of glass, producing a massive yet open look to the
studio, control room and offices. A twenty-five foot diameter
reception area, with fireplace, overlooks the countryside while
its rear wall looks between one foot thick cypress support beams
into the control room and on into the studio. Monitors are provided in the reception room to allow clients to both hear and
see what is going on without interfering in the operation of
the studio.
Acoustics have bcnefitted greatly through the high-density,
non-resonant construction. The abscence of appreciable energy
absorption due to the density results in a more uniform low
frequency characteristic, or a more "present" low end, and
correspondingly higher L F isolation between adjacent rooms.
The "solid" L/F nature of the room audibly enhances the
natural response of instruments by eliminating L/ F loss due to
diaphramatic action of the room boundaries. To preclude resonances in the rooms, the construction is asymetric in the studio
while the control room and studio utilize equal dimensional
ratios to maintain similar acoustic character.
A stable recording environment has been created by the use
of constant humidity/constant temperature air conditioning
systems (three in all) so that multitrack sessions can continue
over lengthy periods of time without changes in sound due to
variations in outside climate.
INSIDE THE STUDIO
The studio is another conglomeration of fine woods, rock
and glass. I he piano bay is designed with a "soft" acoustic
quality, using solid mahogany for the walls and sloping ceiling.
In addition, a drum booth and two isolation booths are provided, one being 12 x 15 feet. The smaller of the two booths is
quite live, while the larger of the two has acoustics which can be

varied to suit the particular requirements of the engineer. The
central section of the studio has a ceiling height of fourteen
feet, below which are suspended clouds constructed of mahogany. oak and maple. The clouds are double sided with one
side being hardwood while the other is treated for MF; HF absorbency. Again, the intent has been to provide an acoustic
environment which can be tailored to suit the needs of the
engineer/ producer.
THE CONTROL ROOM
I he final touch is the control room. At first glance it seems
to be rather small. This is purely by design to optimize the near/
far field relationship at the console, and because of the location
of support equipment, it need not be cavernous. The recorders
and electronics are located in the front quarter sections of the
room, enclosed by smoked glass doors, well within view of the
engineer but enclosed to eliminate any effect on room acoustics, noise and undesirable visual impact.
Abadon Sun, inc. (San Antonio, Texas), in designing Indian
Creek with this degree of versatility, has incorporated the very
live characteristic common in Europe and England with the
"tight" controlled character of the American studios. Even
the hallways have microphone inputs, making the building one
huge, multifaceted studio.
Currently, recorders consist of an Ampex MM-1200-24
(being replaced Sept. '80 by an ATR-124), one Ampex twotrack A1R-102 and one 30 ips '/i-inch two track mastering
A I R-102. Dolby noise reduction will also be available. Monitoring is provided through an array of three UREI 813 Timealign Monitors, arranged in a 105-degree arc to provide unusually wide stereo imaging without any "holes" in the image.
Equalization is provided by White one-sixth and one-third
octave equalizers to create a "house" effect. We strongly felt
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The reception area featuring circular fireplace, an open
view of the studio area, and monitors for listening pleasure.

that Neve offered the best console for our application in performance, reliability and minimal acoustic impact on the control room. You see, in this control room the only exposed
"gear" to effect room acoustics is the console and engineer, so
the shape of the console becomes a major consideration.
(Actually, it always should be a major consideration, but the
effects of equipment placement usually are more critical and
more easily controlled so other designs tend to ignore console
shape as being "something to live with.") Reverb for the studio
is provided by Lexicon Digital units backed up with every imaginable special effects and signal processing device.
Indian Creek Recording represents a two-year design/
construction effort which we feel has resulted in a truly unique
recording environment of incomparable quality.

The Model 8058 Console from Rupert Neve, Inc.,
the choice of Indian Creek Recording.
An inside view of the spacious studio at Indian Creek
Recording.

FROM ACROSS THE ATLANTIC...
To further the uniqueness of the studio, we have recruited
John Rollo from England, to be our Chief Engineer. In his ten
years of experience he has worked with many major recording
artists including Eric Clapton, Cleo Laine, George Martin, Jack
Bruce, Leslie McKeown, Annette Peacock, Max Middleton
and Dave Davies. For the past two years he has worked for the
Kinks at their Konk Studios in London. He was also the first
and second recipient in England of the Ampex Golden Reel
awards.
TOP QUALITY AT THE BEST PRICE
Everyone today is affected by the change in our economy,
yet in spite of this, we feel we can offer a very economical recording facility. This is reflected in the studio rates of $200.00
per hour (discounts on block bookings), and $ 150.00 per month
to house our clients. I he fact that we are not making any kind
of profit on housing again indicates our determination to offer
a first class studio complex usually found only in major cities,
but with a peaceful atmosphere and a "home away from home"
feel.
We feel that Indian Creek offers the best of Los Angeles and
London, but with a full helping of Texas hospitality.
For more information about recording or construction.
Texas-style, contact;
Indian Creek Recording
911 Cherry Street
Uvalde. Texas 78801
(512) 278-5802
Abandon/Sun, Inc.
P.O. Box 6520
San Antonio, Texas 78209
(512) 824-8781
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JOHN BORWICK

Made

in

Britain

Presenting a quick guide to British professional
equipment manufacturers.

A L THOUGH IT IS ONLY A SMALL OFF-SHORE ISLAND, Great
Britain has always made a sizable contribution to
/
sound recording and broadcasting. On the creative
X m. side, we think of artists from Beecham to the Beatles,
the great London orchestras, record producers like John Culshaw and George Martin, and the prestigeous output of the
British Broadcasting Corporation. All this creative activity has
spawned a large recording industry so that, despite the recent
world recession and the regrouping taking place amongst major
record companies, our trade organisation (I he Association of
Professional Recording Studios) now has more than 150 listed
member studios. (For more about APRS, see the accompanying box—Ed.)
In support of the music-makers is a dedicated and inventive
hardware industry. British studio engineers can shop for most
of their requirements amongst home-grown products- particularly in the matter of mixing consoles and loudspeakers. As a
result, sometimes because of the stories taken home by visiting
producers from the USA and elsewhere who've worked on
albums in London. British professional recording equipment
now makes considerable exports to all corners ot the world,
and has built up an enviable reputation for good design and
reliability.
To present an overview of the British manufacturing industry, 1 have given summerized listings of some of the betterknown companies—rather than write longer essays about just
a few, or in-depth descriptions of individual products. The
listings show the main product lines manufactured, with an
example unit and UK price to help identification of the companies" product image. Readers who want to follow up an
interest in particular brands can approach the UK or US
contacts shown. An even better idea is to visit the plants, or
seek out the representatives at an exhibition. Practically all
the companies listed here were showing at the 65th AES Convention in London in March, and will be on show at the 13th
Annual International Exhibition of Professional Recording
Equipment, organised by the APRS in the Connaught Rooms,
Great Queen Street, Kingsway, London, on June 18-20 this
year. The companies marked with an asterisk (*) were also
present at the 66th AES convention in Los Angeles last month.
Acoustical Manufacturing Company Limited, Huntingdon,
Cambs, PEI8 7DB. Contact; P.J. Walker.
U.S. contact; not listed.
Main products; Quad amplifiers and electrostatic loudspeakers.
Example; Quad 405 stereo power amplifier. 0.5 volt input
for 100 watts into 8 ohms, total harmonic distortion 0.01%,

John Berwick is a freelance writer and author uj
"Sound Recording Practice. "

hum and noise 95dB 'A' weighted, unconditionally stable and
fully protected by current limiters.
Price; £196.
♦Alien & Heath/Brenell Limited, Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road, Hornsey, London, N.8. Contact; Andrew Munro
U.S. contact; Audio Marketing Limited, 652 Glenbrook
Road, Stamford, Conn. 06906.
Main products; SYNCON series and other portable consoles,
compressors, delay systems and the Mini 8 tape recorder which
forms the basis of an 8-track package for small studios.
Examples; Mini 8 recorder. 8-track on I-inch tape, speeds
71/2 and 15 ips, with full logic interlock, touch-sensitive switching, remote control, digital read-out counter. Price; £4,170.
SYNCON 2412414 console, modules combine input, output
and monitoring sections, with master multitrack/ remix
selector, comprehensive solo system with monitor priority.
Price; £11,152.
Alice (Stancoil Limited), 38 Alexandra Road, Windsor, Berks.
Contact; Ted Fletcher.
U.S. contact; not listed
Main products; ACM (Alice Custom Modular) recording
and broadcasting consoles.
Example; ACM 16/8/16 console, modular mixing system
with subgroups, matrix routing of direct channel outputs (post
fader) and group outputs, monitor pan, echo and sync foldback. Price; £6,000.
*Audio & Design Recording Limited, 84 Oxford Road,
Reading, Berks, RG1 7LJ. Contact; Michael J. Beville.
U.S. contact; Nigel Branwell, Audio Design Recording Inc.,
PO Box 786. Bremerton, Washington, 98310.
Main products; audio processors including the SCAMP
(Standard Compatible Audio Modular Package), CompexLimiters, Paragraphic Equaliser.
Examples; E950-RS Paragraphic Equaliser, has colourcoded pots for frequency and bandwidth, with six bands per
channel stereo each covering four octaves, may be used in
12-section mode, e.g. for tight notching and tunable to any
required frequency. Price; £810.
SCAMP rack-mounting modular system; user can choose
from a range of modules including an Expander-Gate (£230),
Compressor-Limiter (£220). Parametric Equaliser (£305);
LED Quad-column PPM (£385), Pan Effects (£265) etc.
Audio Developments, Hall Lane, Walsall Wood, West
Midlands, WS9 9AU. Contact; A. Levesley.
U.S. contact; Not listed
Main products; mains/battery consoles
Example; Minimixer AD 007. 8/4 portable unit with comprehensive equalisation, oscillator, switched PPMs, compressor / limiters. 12-channel extender available. Price; on
application.
♦Audio Kinetics (UK) Limited, Verulam Road, St. Albans,
Herts, AL3 4DH. Contact; I.M. Southern.
U.S. contact; lan Dunn, Quintek Distributors Inc.. 4721
Laurel Canyon Blvd.. Suite 209. North Hollywood. Calif.
91607.

Acoustical Manufacturing's QUAD 405 stereo power
amplifier.
Allen & Heath/Brenell's 24-channel Syncon console.
Main products: synchronisers, autolocators, studio screens.
Example: QLOCK 210, a multi-microprocessor SMPTE/
EBU timecode generator and synchroniser designed to locate
and lock audio and/or video transports. It has cyclic sequence
programming, SMPTE single-frame accuracy, drop-in and
drop-out memories, 10 memory locate points, user-definable
pre-roll, full remote controls and cascade feature to link two or
more QLOCK systems for multi-machine work. Interfaces
Ampex, 3M, Lyric, Sony. Studer. etc. Price: £5.800.
B & W Loudspeakers, Meadow Road, Worthing, Sussex,
BN 11 2RX. Contact: John Bowers.
U.S. contact: not listed
Main products: loudspeakers
Example: MocJelSOl loudspeaker, with lO'/j-inch bassdriver,
4-inch mid-range and I-inch tweeter, sensitivity 85dB for 1 watt
at 1 metre at 300 Hz, minimum amplifier rating 50 watts, no
upper limit due to automatic protection system giving levels up
to 106dB, HF and mid-frequency environmental controls,
separate angling on top of bass enclosure.
Price: £1075 per pair.
♦C.A. Audio Systems, Ltd. 141 Lower Luton Road. Harpenden, Hertfordshire AL5 5EL. Contact: Geoff Sore.
U.S. contact: Irv Joel. Joel Associates, 528 River Road,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.
Main products: CADAC in-line series recording and remix
consoles, Digicat fader system.
Price: on application.

The 8-track. full-logic Mini 8 recorder from
Allen & Heath/Brenell.

Audio & Design's SCAMP rack-mounting modular system.

Flight case housing for Audio & Design Recording's
mini-SCAMP.

B & W Loudspeakers Model 801, shown in EMI's Abbey
Road Studio 1, where they have been chosen as monitors.
*Calrcc Audio Limited, Hangingroyd Lane, Hebden Bridge,
West Yorkshire, HX7 7DD. Contact: J. Howard Smith.
U.S. contact: Edcor, 16782 Hale Avenue, Irvine, Calit. 92714.
Main products: modular consoles, range of capacitor microphones. Soundfield microphone.
Example: CM4050 Soundfield microphone, with closely
spaced array of four capacitor capsules forming a regular
tetrahedron, in a single housing with mic preamplifiers. Multicore cable connects to control unit which produces four Bformat" signals for direct recording or further encoding.
Signals can be electronically panned or tilted, with polar
responses equivalent to any first-order gradient characteristic.
Price; £2,600 complete with CS5014, 3 Control Unit, (for
more information, see Lhe Soundfield Microphone, db, July
1978 and The Ambisonics System, db, August 1978 — Ed.)

The KEF Reference Series Model 105 Series II.

The Leevers-Rich Proline Professional 1000 recorder.
ssr1** i

The Model SE 60 30-band, 1/3-octave stereo graphic
equalizer by Court Acoustics.
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Court Acoustics Limited, 35-39 Britannia Row, London, Ml
8QH. Contact: Stephen Court.
U.S. contact: not listed
Main products: monitor speakers, spectrum analysers,
graphic equalisers.
Example: CE-JOS graphic equaliser. 2-channel, 30 bands
1 /3-octave on ISO centre frequencies, control range +20dB to
- lOdB, noise -85dBm.
Price: £630.
*Design Electronics Limited, 100 Chalk Farm Road, I ondon
NWI 8EH. Contact:
U.S. contact: not listed
Main products: foldback systems
Example: Cuemix fotdhack system, cordless system which
allows the musicians to mix five independent foldback sends
to produce a personalised headphone balance; each signal
can be assigned to left, right or centre.
Price: on application
Electronic Music Studio, John's Road, Wareham, Dorset.
Contact: George Punnett.
U.S. contact: Everett Hafner, EMSA, 269 Locust Street.
Northampton, Mass. 01060.
Main products: Synthi synthesizers, EMS Vocoders
Example: Vocoder 1000. compact model for live use, 16 filter
sections with 16 envelope followers and modulators, internal
pulse oscillator and noise generator.
Price: £750:
H/H Electronic, Viking Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge, CB3 SEE.
Contact: J.M. Harrison
U.S. contact: Audio Marketing Limited, 652 Glenbrook
Road, Stamford, Conn. 06906.
Main products: anipliliers, PA loudspeakers, echo units
Example: S500-D stereo power amplifier. 0.75 volt for 300
watts into 4 ohms, total harmonic distortion 0.02%, noise
l05dB below 180 watts into 8 ohms, fully protected electronically and thermally.
Price: on application
*KEF Electronics Limited, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent. Contact:
Raymond E. Cooke
U.S. contact: Robert Demetro, KEF Electronics Ltd., c/o
Intratec, P.O. Box 17414, Dulles International Airport,
Washington, DC 20041.
Main products: loudspeakers
Example: Model 105 Series 2 loudspeaker, with 12-inch
bass unit, 5-inch mid-range and 2-inch tweeter, sensitivity 85dB
tor I watt pink noise at I metre, power handling 200 watts
programme rating, 107dB maximum spl output on programme
peaks, 'S -STOP" electronic protection, l.ED level indicator
switchable to 50 to 200 watts, LED listening window indicator,
mid-range and tweeter in separate enclosure for angling on top
of bass enclosure.
Price: £700 per pair.
*Keith Monks (Audio) Limited, 26-28 Reading Road South
Fleet, Aldershot, Hampshire GU 13 9QL. Contact: T.K. Monks
U.S. contact: Keith Monks Audio (USA) Inc., 652 Glenbrook Road. Stamford, Conn. 06906.
Main products: microphone stands, splitter boxes, record
cleaning machines.
Example. ( R500 semi-professional record cleaning machine.
scrubs the record with a mixture of alcohol and distilled water,
and in the same movement, a vacuum pump/nozzle removes
all liquid and dirt; disc is left clean and dry.
Price: £260.
*Klark-Teknik Research Limited, Walter Nash Road. Kidderminster, Worcs. DY11 7RE. Contact: P.M. Clarke
U.S. contact: Russ Posser. Hammond Industries Inc.. 155
Michael Drive. Syosset, NY 11791.
Main products: graphic equalisers, digital time processors.
Example: DN27graphic equaliser, single-channel, 27 brands
l/3-octave on ISO centre frequencies, control range ±l2dB,
noise less than -90dBm.
Price: £495.

The Midas PR System console featuring 26 Pro 3C input
modules having 3-band equalizers. PFL, mute, pan, and
in-place solo.

Featuring one or two-tracks on 'U-inch tape, full logic
control, varispeed, remote control, variable spooling
speed, and led elapsed time display, the Studio 8 recorder
from Neal Ferrograph boasts many interesting
applications.
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The Solid State Logic SL 4000E Series console.

Leevers-Rich Limited, 319 Trinity Road, Wandsworth.
London. SWI8 3SL. Contact: Tony Costello
U.S. contact: not listed
Main products: tape machines, bulk erasers, digital clocks
Example: Proline 2000TC recorder. 1 or 2 tracks on '/4-inch
tape, speeds VApVi- 7l/2/15, 15/30 ips. full ILL logic interlock,
twin DC servo-controlled capstans with crystal reference, vanspeed run and spooling, LED timer display, plug-in headblock
and modular electronics.
Price: on application
Maglink Audio Products Limited, 17 Erncrott Way, 1 wickenham, Middlesex, TW1 IDA. Contact: D. Hopkins.
U.S. contact: not listed
Main products: sychronisers for audio, video and sprocketed
machines of all types.
Example: Maglink Muhi-Machine System, an expandable
synchronising system using the Maglink timecodc (a lower late
than SM PTE but can be made compatible with EBU / SM PTE).
Basic system has one master and one slave, but up to four extra
slave cards can be added. Eeatures location display switchable
for various video or film lormats, display hold, searching,
programme cue, advance or retard, repeat lunction, built-in
timecode generator.
Price: basic one slave £9,650, extra slaves £1,400 each.
Midas Audio Systems Limited, 54-56 Stanhope Street,
London, NW1 3EX, Contact: David Solari
U.S. contact: (Canada) Frank Pimiskern, Gcrr ElectroAcoustics, 365 Adelaide Street East, Toronto, MSB 4R9
Main products: PR system consoles and portable mixers for
live sound reinforcement, 1 R system for theatre sound.
Example: PR 2618-24 recording console, with 26 PR03C
input modules having 3-band equalisers, PEE, mute, pan, inplace solo. M odules are complete with XLR connectors at real.
frames hold six modules each.
Price: £20,372.
*NEAL-Kerrograph, North Last Audio Limited, Simonside
Works, South Shields, Tyne and Wear, NE34 9NX. Contact:
A.J. Helliwell
U.S. contact: Neal-Eerrograph (USA) inc., 652 Glenbrook
Road, Stamford, Conn. 06906.
Main products: tape machines, cassette decks, test instumcnts.
Example: Ferrograph Studio 8 recorder. 1 or 2 tracks on
1/4-inch tape (0.15-inch to special order), speeds VAjlVi or
7/2/15 ips. full logic control with motion sensing, varispeed.

remote control, variable (preset) spooling speed, LED elapsed
time display.
Price: from £2,800 transportable, £3,495 console version,
£2,995 penthouse version.
IS eve Electronics International Limited, Cambridge House,
Melbourn, Royston, Herts, SG8 6AJ. Contact: D.A. 1 ilsley.
U.S. contact: Anthony H. Langley, Rupert Neve Inc.,
Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Conn. 06801.
Mam products: consoles, portable mixers, NECAM computer assisted mix-down system
Example: Neve 8024 24 j2414 console, with 24 fully equalised
input channels, 24 recording and 4 main mixed outputs, 8
auxiliary outputs, 4 reverb returns, quad panning on all
channels, full metering, oscillator, etc.
Price: on application.
♦Raindirk Limited, 33A Bridge Street. Downham Market,
Norfolk. Contact: Cyril Jones.
U.S. contact: not listed.
Main products: audio consoles,35mm dubbing consoles.
Example: Concord S2n00 20/16/16 console, with combined
input/output/monitor modules, solid state central status
switching, four-band equalisation, including two mid-range
sweep, oscillator etc.
Price: on application.
*Solid State Logic Limited, Church Road. Stonesfield. Oxford.
OX7 2PS. Contact: Colin Sanders.
U.S. contact: Douglas F. Dickey. Washington Music Works
Inc.. 3421 M Street, NW Washington DC 20007.
Main products: consoles, computer controls.
Example: SL-4040-32BG 32-channel console, automated,
computer-controlled, with lull logic control of major console
states, comp, limiter, expander, noise gate on each channel and
14-control parametric equaliser with four bands, monitoring

Soundcraft Electronics SCM 381 16-track recorder in a
new 2-inch tape version.

Tannoy's Dual Concentric Buckingham Studio Monitor
handles 1 kilowatt of power.

The Trident TSM Series console featuring 24-inputs
with fully removable modular patchbay.

at three separate points, two independent subgrouping systems,
eight VCA subgroups, pretimed automatic fader 1-60 seconds.
Options ior computer system, with level memory, editing and
record keeping, 100-step plasma display meters, with peak
hold etc.
Price: £79,592, SSLL computer £16,255.
*Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 9-10 Great Sutton Street,
London, ECiV OBX. Contact: P.S. Dudderidge.
U.S. contact: Gregory M. Hockman, Soundcraft Electronics
Ltd. (North American Div.), 2025 Factory Street, Kalamazoo,
Mich. 49001.
Main products: modular consoles, multitrack tape machines.
Examples: SCM38I-8j 16 recorder, 8 or 16 tracks on 1-inch
tape, speed 15 ips, with removable front panel for remote
control, real time digital counter, varispeed, capstan drives
outside of tape, sync output.
Price: £5,250 8-track, £7,500 16-track, £9,500 new 16-track
2-inch tape version.
Example: Series 3B 24124 console, fully modular, using
proprietary transformerless mic amp with almost theoretically
minimum noise level, sweepable 4-band equaliser, 8 auxiliary
buses, 24-segment LED ladder-display VU PPM.
Price: £11,950.

*Tannoy Products Limited, St. John's Road, Tyler's Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks, HP13 7BX. Contact: Norman J.
Crocker.
U.S. contact: Henry A. Roed, Jr., Tannoy-Ortofon Inc.,
122 Dupont Street, Plainview, NY 11803.
Main products: loudspeakers, div iding networks.
Example: Buckingham Monitor loudspeaker, with two 12inch bass units and a 10-inch Dual Concentric driver, sensitivity
94dB for 1 watt at 1 metre over range 40 Hz to 20 kHz, long term
power rating 150 watts continuous, peak 1,000 watts.
Price: £2,450 per pair.
*Trident Audio Developments Limited, Shepperton Studio
Centre, Squires Bridge Road, Shepperton, M iddlesex. Contact:
Malcolm Toft.
U.S. contact: Dave Michaels. Studio Maintenance Services,
12438 Magnolia Boulevard, North Hollywood, Calif. 91607.
Main products: studio consoles, Fleximix theatre consoles.
Example: TSM 40-24-32 console, with fully removable
modular patchbay, separate modules for equaliser section,
signal routing and all other signal processing, bi-fet operational
amplifiers, no relays, four-band graphic parametric equalisers
plus swept high and low pass filters, oscillator, comprehensive
monitoring with equalization and switching of monitor module
outputs to remix bus allows up to 72 mixable inputs on this
40-24-32 version.
Price: £48,000.
Tweed Audio, Pinnacle Hill Industrial Estate, Kelso, Roxburghshire, Scotland.
U.S. contact: K. Mustafa, Tweed Audio USA Inc.. 1640 Fifth
Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401.
Main products: audio and broadcast consoles.
Example: 81302 broadcast console, four mic channels, two
auxiliary with equalisation. PEL and pan, presenter mic
channel with limiter and voice over, two stereo gram channels,
off-air monitoring, talkback. four PPMs.
Price £4,472.
Vitavox Limited, Westmoreland Road, London, NW9 9RJ.
Contact: Neil Young
U.S. contact: not listed
Main products: PA, stage and monitoring loudspeakers
Example: Thunderhoh loudspeaker svsieni, a two-way all
horn loaded system, with 15-inch driver on 8-feet long folded
bass horn and a pressure driver on a four-cell dispersive horn,
crossover at 500 Hz, rating 100 watts to give l32dB spl at
I metre.
Price: £770.
_

The Vitavox Thunderbolt speaker system.
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When designing a recording studio, don't let budgets
totally dominate your plans.

There are many affordable

alternatives—so look before you leap.

WHEN IT COMES TO RECORDING STUDIO DESIGN,
larchitectural acoustics may mean Just about
anything, from a few sheets of fiberglass-onplywood, to a million dollar treatment. Aesthetics
may, or may not, play an important role as well.
Years ago, many studios were designed to be lunctional, with
little or no attention paid to appearances, in those days,
"ambience" referred to reverberation time; today, lots of
attention is usually paid to appearance, and ambience is now
used to describe the studio decor. As for reverberation time,
there probably isn't any (well, almost).
The best of the early studios may not have been designed to be
studios at all. For example. New York's famed Webster Hall
was much in demand for recording sessions, yet it started out as
a dance hall, complete with stage and an ornate revolving
chandelier. Mirrored walls and a balcony around three sides
contributed to the ambience.
RCA built a small control room in Webster Hall, and despite
three specially built recording studios "uptown" on 24th Street,
many artists preferred the musical ambience of Webster Hall to
the functional designs of the home-office studios. When the
company moved to its present home on Sixth Avenue and 44th
Street, it abandoned Webster Hall. Actually, it wasn't very
practical as a recording studio. Sessions were frequently
interrupted, as trucks passed by the open windows (no air
conditioning), or, when a cantankerous radiator began acting
up. But what a sound! (The ambience that is, not the radiator.)
Today of course, engineers and producers strive for a
different kind of "sound" -one that is often created in the
control room, not in the studio. Webster Hall-type sound is no
longer in demand, and although some lament the passing of an
era, today's requirements may be just a bit easier to meet. At
least nowadays, studios do not have to be as big as basketball
courts.
However, the nature of sound remains just as complex as
ever, and the would-be studio builder is well-advised to proceed
with caution. Although reverberation has given way to
isolation, still the science (or art) of architectural acoustics may
not be mastered in ten easy-to-follow lessons.

John Woram is the editor of Ah Magazine, principal of
Wo ram Audio Associates, and author of the "Recording
Studio Handbook. "

Of course, there's no substitute for seeking expert help, yet
many do not have the budget that may be required to call in the
experts. Fortunately, there are now a number of books on the
subject. While no substitute for professional help, they may
make life just a bit easier for the do-it-yourselfer.
THE BASICS
How to Build a Small Budget Recording Studio from Scratch
by F. Alton Everest, 336 pages, SI2.95 hardcover, S8.95
paperback, TAB Books.
According to the preface, " This book is about small studios,
how to build them and how to treat them acoustically." And so
it is, with the emphasis on keeping the budget within reason.
There are chapters on building studios in the home and in the
garage, and although none of the treatments may compete with
the mega-buck studio downtown, the beginner may find a tip or
two that will help in converting a small available space into a
serviceable recording environment.
An earlier book by the same author (Acoustic Techniques for
Home and Studio) was reviewed in the February, 1974 Sync
Track column in db.
In the same column, the single-volume second edition of
Michael Rettinger's Acoustic Design and Noise Control was
also reviewed. In 1977, an expanded third edition was published
in two volumes. Volume 1 is Acoustic Design, and Volume 11 is
Noise Control. But don't sell your old second edition, for the
first chapter on the physics of sound has not been carried over
into the new edition, which now begins with an expanded
chapter on room acoustics. Additional material includes an
eight-page section on sound-absorptivity measurements. Also,
formulas have been added for metric-system measurement of
reverberation time. The two-volume edition contains about 100
more pages than the single-volume second edition.
MORE ON NOISE CONTROL
For those with an interest in architectural acoustics in the
recording studio, an in-depth treatise on noise control may
seem to be a little bit far-afield. However, the following three
anthologies supply a wealth of information on specialized
aspects of noise control. One or more of the articles may deal
with a specific problem faced by—and therefore of interest to—
the studio designer.
Handbook of Noise Control, Cyril M. Harris, editor, 720 pages,
$39.50, McGraw-Hill.

45 chapters on every aspect of noise. Terminology, Sound
Levels, Noise Measurements, as well as chapters on noises
created by ventilating systems, motor vehicles, construction
equipment, etc. D. Lipscomb & A. Taylor, Jr., editors.
A 23-page index makes life a lot easier for the researcher.
Noise Control: Handbook of Principles and Practices, 375
pages, $23.50, Van Nostrand Reinhold.
After introductory chapters on the nature of sound, sound
levels and noise assessment, principles of noise control and
acoustical treatment are covered. Industrial, aircraft and
highway noise are reviewed, as are noise control legislation and
control of noise in the home.
Handbook of Noise Assessment, D. N. May, editor, 400 pages,
$22.50, Van Nostrand Reinhold.
This anthology assesses the psychological and physical
effects of noise, from basic subjective responses, to noise and
sleep, and the effects of noise on work efficiency.

him your first choice, although in practice you may prefer
dealing with one of the well-known companies that supply
turnkey studio packages, from acoustic design to hardware
delivery.
If you re thinking of re-modelling a former warehouse next
door to a machine shop and just down the road from the
railroad depot, find yourself a good Consultant, with a capital
C. Your first problem is keeping the music in and the noise out.
Later on, you can find someone to help you select the wood trim
to compliment the console. If your adviser is thinking about all
that great hardware he s going to sell you, you may not be
getting the best possible advice.
On the other hand, the turnkey company may have a long list
of successful studios to its credit. If so, try to find one that had
the same type of problems you are facing. If the studio manager
is still on speaking terms with your potential advisor, you're
probably in good hands.

MORE ON ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS
Architectural Acoustics, T. D. Northwood. editor, 428 pages,
$30.00, Halsted Press.
Like the three noise anthologies, this is a compendium of
papers by various authors, previously published in selected
technical journals. Of the 30 papers presented here, 25 are in
English, tour are in German, and one is in French. The
collection is certainly valuable for its treatment of room
acoustics and sound insulation, but it is unfortunate that the
German and French papers are not translated in full. For
example, H. Haas'famous The Influence of a Single Echo on
the Audibility (Perceptibility) of Speech is given a too-short
English summary following the complete paper in its original
German. For a complete translation, see the Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society, volume 20. number 2 (Januarv
1972).

NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS
Membership in this organization requires among other
things—that the consultant is not associated with the
manulacture or sale of any product if such association could
jeopardize, tend to jeopardize or give the impression of
jeopardizing the ability to render independent unbiased
decisions regarding product specification or related matters.
Additionally, Council members must be full members of the
Acoustical Society of America.
The Council publishes a 34-page Directory of Member
Firms, and these are listed alphabetically and geographically.
I he directory includes a membership profile of each firm,
listing company principals, services offered, typical projects
and other general data. The directory costs'$2.50, and is
available from NCAC headquarters at 66 Morris Avenue,
Springfield, New Jersey 07081.
■

BRIEFLY NOTED
Handbook of Acoustical Enclosures and Barriers, by Richard
Miller and Wayne Montone, 250 pages, $29.95, Fairmont
Press.
Although the enclosures and barriers described are not those
found in the recording studio, the basic principals of treatment
for acoustical walls, ventilation systems and design guidelines
for barriers may be applied in the studio, as well as in the office
or factory.
Concepts in Architectural Acoustics, by M. David Egan, 200
pages $16.50, McGraw-Hill.
Our brief 1974 review is reprinted here in its entirety. This
volume contains remarkably little written material. Instead, the
information is presented in the form of graphs, illustrations,
and tables. Here and there, a page or two of text offers some
supplementary information. The format places a considerable
amount of data at the ready disposal ol the reader who is
seeking "how to," rather than "why."
CALLING IN THE SPECIALISTS
For those who can afford it, a good consultant is a sound
investment (pun and all). And, if you've read one or more of the
books just reviewed, you may be more than ready to call for
help. Your specialty is recording- the consultant's is
architectural acoustics. The two are not synonymous, as many
have learned the hard way. Just because you get great drum
sound does not mean you can also keep that drum sound out of
the neighboring offices. Before you try, re-examine your
budget, and see if there's a way to get a little professional help.
THERE'S CONSULTANTS—AND THEN,
THERE'S CONSULTANTS
The professional consultant sells nothing, except his services.
He won't recommend which tape recorder to buy, or the right
microphones for those drums. His business is architectural
acoustics, and not selling hardware. Theoretically, that makes

Clean
erasures
in only
4 seconds
with GARNER
Garner Audio Tape Erasers wipe tapes cleaner than new...
with no noise residue. Simple, sate, continuous belt operation
handles all sizes of reels, cartridges and cassettes. Several
models: up to 16 inches. Also Video Erasers.
Garner Erasers are now fulfilling the exacting requirements of
many major organizations around the world...yet are so low
priced that the smallest studio or station can afford one.
User reports , "ft is a big improvement over what we used
to use, or anything else on the market today."
-Ric Hammond, KNX Radio (CBS), Hollywood, Calif.
Catt today or write lor brochure.
GARNER INDUSTRIES
Dept. #DB-6. 4200 N. 48lh St., Lincoln, NE 68504, Phone: 402-464-5911
Circle 31 on Reader Service Card
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I'm glad you asked. See, I've been
assigned to help citizens learn liow to protect
themselves better against crime. I'll be giving
them tips and information on things they
can do every day to discourage burglars,
disappoint muggers, and generally make
life a little harder for criminals, a little
easier for you, a little safer for everyone. I
figure, the more people know about crime
prevention, the more they'll work
with you to keep their
community safe.

I,

You'll be hearing a lot from me
from now on—on TV, over the radio,
and in magazines and newspapers.

%
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See, I'm part of a whole new national
crime prevention program. Find out
more about me, so you can be part of it
too. Drop me a line: Crime Prevention
Coalition, Box 6600, Rockville,
Maryland 20850, and we'll send you a
free brochure. We should get to know
each other better, 'cause we're going to be
working together for a long time. From
now on, we'll all be helping each other.
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A message from the Crime Preve/it^n Coalition, this publication and The Ad Council.
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Classified
Closing date is (he fifteenth of the second month preceding the date of issue.
Send copies to: Classified Ad Dept.
dh THE SOUND FNGINKKRING MAGAZINE
1120 Old Country Road. Plainview, New York 11803
Minimum order accepted $10.00.
Rates: 50^ a word.
Boxed Ads: $25.00 per column inch,
dh Box Number: $1,00 per issue.
Frequency Discounts: 3 times,10%; 6 times.20%; 12 times,33%.
ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE PREPAID.

FOR SALE

PRO-SOUND equipment. Mail order discount catalog free. Write or call Sonix Co.,
Dept. D, P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD
20640 (301) 753-6432.

REELS AND BOXES 5" and 7" large and
small hubs, heavy duty white boxes. W-M
Sales, 1118 Dula Circle, Duncanviile,
Texas 75116 (214) 296-2773.

'/'-INCH TAPE duplicating system. Six
Crown 800 transports. New 4-channel
heads. Solid state. Mint. $4.200 00 (215)
338-1682.

WANTED
RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
OF ALL AGES AND
VARIETIES
microphones, outboard gear,
consoles, tape decks, etc.
Dan Alexander
6026 Bernhard
Richmond, Ca. 94805 USA
(415) 232-7933 or (415)232-7818

BEST PRICE ON TEAC, Tascam, Ampex
Sennheiser. Allison, Eventide. Sound
Workshop, UREI, BGW, Electro-Voice,
Lexicon, ADR, Marshal, Orban, JBL and
more Paul Kadair's Home and Commercial Audio, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
(504) 924-1006.

FREE CATALOG A AUDIO APPLICATIOMS
CONSOLES
KITS k WIRED
AMPLIFIERS
MIC , EQ, ACN,LINE,
TAPE, DISC, POWER
OSCILLATORS
AUDIO, TAPE BIAS
laOPAMP
lABSIV

1033 N SYCAMORE AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 9003t
(213) 934 -3566

FOR SALE; USED CROWN SA-2amp, M600 mono amps, Dayton Wright Electrostatic speakers XG8-Mark III Call Jim
(215) 322-6358.

Lexicon Prime Time: FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY UAR Professional Systems,
8535 Fairhaven, San Antonio, TX 78229.
512-690-8888.

TEST RECORD for equalizing stereo systems; Helps you sell equalizers and installation services; Pink noise in 1/3-octave
bands, type QR-2011-1 @ $38.00. Used
with various B & K Sound Level Meters. B
4 K Instruments, Inc., 5111 W. 164th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio 44142.

FOR SALE; INTERFACE 16x4 recording/
mixing console, excellent condition. For
details, call Bill Castner, We Three Productions, (313) 767-7426.

EX. COND. AMPEX 351-2 Inovonics 375
Electronics Scully 280-2TRK 666 Fairchild
compressor with Autoten Virtue Studios
(215) 763-2825.
AKG, E/V, Sennheiser Shure, Neuman:
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY most models UAR Professional Systems, 8535
Fairhaven, San Antonio, TX 78229. 512690-8888.
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PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Shop for pro audio from 1 N Y 's leader,
no matter where you live Use the Harvey Pro Hot-Line (800) 223-2642
(except NY, AK, & HI) Expert advice,
broadest selection such as Otan,
EXR, Ampex, Tascam and more Write
or call for price or product info;
Harvey Professional Products Division
2 W. 45lh Street
New York, NY 10036
(212) 921-5920
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SCULLY, NEW and used: FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY UAR Professional Systems, 8535 Fairhaven, San Antonio, TX
78229. 512-690-8888.

FOR SALE: B & K 2305 chart recorder,
IVIE IE10A octave band analyzer. Richard
Cabot, 12820 S.W. Washington, Beaverton,
OR 97005. (503) 644-9727.

FOR SALE; HP 654A test oscillator,
good—$700. Xedit 15P Flutter meter with
.05% range, excellent—$300. KKNU Radio,
(209) 485-7272.

AMPEX, OTARI & SCULLY recorders in
stock for immediate delivery: new and
rebuilt, RCI, 8550 2nd Ave., Silver Spring,
MD 20910. Write for complete product list.

NAB ALUMINUM FLANGES.
We manufacture 8", lOVi", IS1/!", and 14", Also large
flanges and special reels to order. Stock
delivery of assembly screws & nuts & most
aluminum audio, video, & computer reels.
For pricing, call or write Records Reserve
Corp., 56 Harvester Ave., Batavia, N.Y.
14020. (716) 343-2600.

LEXICON 224 Digital Reverberation, FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. UAR Professional Systems, 8535 Fairhaven, San Antonio, TX 78229. 512-690-8888.

24 TRK STUDIO PACKAGE, 24 trk 3M
M-79 recorder, 2 trk 3M M-79 recorder.
Choose from four 24 trk consoles, 3-1176
Urei Limiters, 2-LA-3A Limiters, Dolbys
(24 trk). EMT Reverb Stereo 140, 2-U 87,
3-KM 84, one U-47 (tube), 2-AKG 414,
Hammond 83 Organ, -2 Crown DC 300 A
amps, 2 L 200 speakers. Eventide Digital
Delay $105,000, like new condition. Also,
3 M 16 trk package, with console, limiters,
reverb, speakers, mics.,etc. Over300mics
to choose from, like new condition. Reasonable. Also, Demo Studio Packages,
immaculate condition. Call Paul, (312)
225-2110, nights, (312) 467-9250. Mid
West Audio Exchange.

E-V HR 9040 HIGH FREQUENCY Horn
with adaptor. Brand new. $150. Francis
Daniel, 201 West 89 Street, New York, N.Y.
10024. (212) 874-0590.

100 REELS ONE INCH MASTERS. Some
on hubs, most on reels. Not many passes.
206,406,434. Most without splices. All or
part, make offer Robert Lynch, Box 45,
Atlantic Beach, Florida, 32233. (904)
249-4602.

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL-TIME ANALYZERS, etc. Very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full factory warranty.
Money-back guarantee. JML Company,
39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, OA
94525.

FOR SALE: 8 TRACKS 157 DBX, (4) AKG
451's with OKI capsules, (2) AKG 414-EB's,
Farfisa VIP 345 organ, (2) Allison Gain
Brains, mellotron (needs tapes), Ampex
350 mono machine (needs work). Contact
Clay at: (516) 364-8666.

CROWN QUAD RECORDER, $750.00.
Ampex 300 % and Vi inch transports with
consoles $400.00 each 400 half-track with
cases $250.00. 351 electronics, $160.00.
Magnecord 1028-2 new heads $250.00.
1028 no electronics $75.00, PT6A, PT6J (2),
PT6M $100.00 Ashley (215) 338-1682.

FOR SALE: 20 x 16 CUSTOM Bushnell
console, full 16 TK monitor—2 cues—8
effects Busses—full patching with aux bay
and equipment rack—mainly UREI electronics, price 4 K or make offer. Call Dale
or Dave, (303) 473-1114.

FOR SALE MCI 428B CONSOLE, 16 I/O
Modules. Mainframe 28-in, 24-out. Perfect
condition. $18,500.00. Also, matching
custom formica producer's desk/equip,
rack—$600.00. Westwood Recording Studios (602) 622-8012.

NEW CUSTOM "TWEED AUDIO" broadcast & mixing console originally designed
for radio production—can be modified;
20 channel in, 4 channel out, 2 stereo
channels compression and lighting, 3
remote CART control, 5 remote tape
control, all patchable, fold back; echo;
EQ (NO HOURS) 40K, reply KCPB, Box
1405, Thousand Oaks, California 91360.

8X20 AND 8X10 AKG reverberation systems FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. UAR
Professional Systems, 8535 Fairhaven,
San Antonio, TX 78229. 512-690-8888.

UREI: FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY most
items UAR Professional Systems, 8535
Fairhaven, San Antonio, TX 78229. 512690-8888.
USED RECORDING equipment lor sale.
Dan (415) 232-7933.

BGW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY UAR
Professional Systems, 8535 Fairhaven,
San Antonio, TX 78229. 512-690-8888.

CANADIANS!
Interested in semi-pro
multitrack recording7
HeadquartefS lor
gpunocfw i
dbx
T E AC TASCAM
and many more1
Wnte or call
RICHARD AUDIO IINJC.
Mj/H S'lHTDrooke St W Monltpal QuhDhi H.JA 1 i '

THREE CONSOLES/RECORDERS — All
consoles with table system: patch bay,
digital stopwatch, 4 remotes, producers
desk, Yamaha PM-1000 16x4/w shipping
case $4500. Optronics 3030 16x8+2 $6500
& 12x4+2 $5500. 3030s: 4 stage EQ+solo+2
cues+pan per chan. Program sub-grouping, remix, vu meters, recorders; Dokorder 1140-4tk, Sony TC-388-4. Cassettes; 2 Technics M-85s, Fischer CR5120. (503) 248-0248 Spectrum Studios, Inc.
ELECTRO-VOICE SENTRY IV-B, V, III
professional monitors. Electro-Voice
Interface A, B, C, D, speakers, 25% plus
discount—immediate shipment. (305)
462-1976.
dbx 155: FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
UAR Professional Systems, 8535 Fairhaven, San Antonio, TX 78229. 512-6908888.
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AMPEX, OTARI, SCULLY—In stock, all
major professional lines, top dollar tradeins; 15 minutes George Washington
Bridge. Professional Audio Video Corporation, 384 Grand Street, Paterson,
New Jersey 07505. (201) 523-3333.

THE LIBRARY, Sound effects recorded
in STEREO using Dolby throughout.
Over 350 effects on ten discs, $100 00
Write The Library, P.O. Box 18145,
Denver, Colo, 80218.

Have you ever been frustrated
with feedback howl even after
using equalizers? Find out about
our Feedback Stabilizers Mod. No.
741 XR and 742XR.
BODE SOUND CO.
1344 ABINGTON PL.
NO. TONAWANDA, N. Y. 14120
716 692 1670

AMPEX AG-440C 8 track recorder. Mint
condition $6500. (516) 981-0547.
ORBAN All products in stock. FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. UAR Professional
Systems, 8535 Fairhaven, San Antonio,
TX 78229. 512-690-8888.
STOP GETTING ZAPPED! Phillips transient voltage protector has nano-second
response time, rated 30,000 watts within 1
microsecond per plug-in cell, resets automaticaliy, includes pilot indicator. No
varistors—will not age! $46.50 each,
quantity discounts available. Thousands
installed nationwide. Testimonials upon
request. Fulfec-Transvolt Inc., 4672
Nisqually Rd., Jackson, MS 39206. (601)
948-2474.

INSTRUCTION
MIX WITH THE PROS
LEARN 24 TRACK RECORDING
SUPERSESSION '80
WASHINGTON, D.C.—JUNE 23-29
Study with top professionals at one of
the east coast's newest and most
complete 24 track automated studios,
OMEGA 24. No experience required.
Basic & intermediate sessions/advanced sessions. Extensive Hands-on
instruction for qualifying advanced
students. Fees range from $695 to
$895. Nearby accommodations available at student rates. Master Charge
& Visa accepted.
CALL NOW—LIMITED ENROLLMENT
(301) 946-4686
The Omega School
of Applied Arts & Sciences
10518 Connecticut Ave.,
Kensington, Maryland
Approved by the Maryland State Board
of Higher Education and available for
accreditation by The American University, Washington, D C.

LEARN RECORDING ENGINEERING
One month, full time
In-studio, Hands-on
Call or write for brochure:
Full Sail Recording Workshop
1221 Lee Rd., Orlando, FL 32810
(305) 299-1076.

WANTED
WANTED: RECORDING EQUIPMENT—
mikes, recorders, consoles, outboard
gear Greg Field, Box 243, San Mateo, CA
94401. (415) 343-1353.

WANTED: 8 & K Microphones and accessories, back issues of JASA. Richard
Cabot, 12820 S.W. Washington, Beaverton,
OR 97005. (503) 644-9727.

Keep

EMPLOYMENT
dfc

CHIEF ENGINEER
Career opportunity, Leading broadcast station in market, AM-FM Stereo,
good pay & benefits. KBUR-KGRS,
Box 70, Burlington, la. 52601.

in
sound

SERVICES
ACOUSTIC CONSULTATION—Specializing in studios, control rooms, discos.
Qualified personnel, reasonable rates.
Acoustilog, Bruel & Kjaer, HP, Tektronix,
Ivie, equipment calibrated on premises.
Reverberation timer and RTA rentals.
Acoustilog, 19 Mercer Street, New York,
NY 10013 (212) 925-1365.
MULTI-TRACK RECORDING specialists
-1-2-4-8-16-24 tracks, authorized dealer
for Tascam, Otan, Ampex, Teac, Technics, AKG, AB Systems, Crest, SAE Pro,
dbx, Orban, Tapco C12, Audioarts, Loft,
Lexicon, Ashly Audio, Altec, PAS, PSL,
Shure, and many more Single items or
complete studio packages Studio design
and construction Phone or write for a
prompt written quotation Professional
Sound Labs, Inc., 42 North Franklin St.,
Hempstead, NY 11550. (516) 486-5813.
INDEPENDENT LABORATORY —Test
and evaluation of audio and RF equipment
and systems. FCC type acceptance/certification. DOC (Canada) type approval.
Hyak Associates, 7011 Calamo Street,
Suite 107, Springfield, VA 22150 (703)
451-1188.
MAGNETIC HEAD relapping—24 hour
service. Replacement heads for professional recorders. IEM, 350 N. Eric Drive,
Palatine, IL 60067. (312) 358-4622.
CUTTERHEAD REPAIR SERVICE for all
models Westrex, HAECO, Grampian.
Modifications done on Westrex. Quick
turnaround. New and used cutterheads
for sale Send for free brochure: International Cutterhead Repair, 194 Kings Ct.,
Teaneck, N.J. 07666. (201) 837-1289.
JBL AND GAUSS
SPEAKER WARRANTY CENTER
Fast emergency service. Speaker
reconing and repair. Compression
driver diaphragms for immediate
shipment. NEWCOME SOUND, 4684
Indianola Avenue, Columbus, OH
43214. (614) 268-5605.
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order!

Special binders
now available.
All you regular db readers who,
smartly enough, keep all your
back issues, can now get our
special binders to hold a whole
year's worth of db magazines in
neat order. No more torn-oft
covers, loose pages, mixed-up
sequence. Twelve copies, January to December, can be maintained in proper order and good
condition, so you can easily
refer to any issue you need, any
time, with no trouble.
They look great, too!
Made of fine quality royal blue
vinyl, with a clear plastic pocket
on the spine for indexing information, they make a handsome
looking addition to your professional bookshelf.
Just $7.95 each, available in
North America only. (Payable
in U.S. currency drawn on U.S.
banks.)
I
1
| Sagamore Publishing Co., lie.
1120 Old Country Road
| Plainview, NY 11803
I YES! Please send
db binders
I @ $7.95 each, plus applicable sales
| tax. Total amount enclosed $
■ Name
I r.nmpany
I Address
! City
| State/Zip
I

4^1

People/Places/Happenings

* The Signal Companies and Ampex
C orporation today mutually agreed to
terminate negotiations for the merger of
Ampex into Signal through an exchange
ol' common stock. 1 he merger negotiations were terminated due to economic
conditions and depressed stock market
prices. Previously the two companies
announced an agreement in principle
which called for the exchange of 0.79
Signal common share for each common
share of Ampex.
• UREI, manufacturer of professional
audio products, has appointed Bruce
Martin to the post of assistant sales
manager. Marlin came to UREI with a
wide background in the professional
sound industry. His most recent position
was as sales manager for Westlake Audio
in Los Angeles. Marlin will have sales
responsibilities in all areas of UREil's
business including the professional
recording and broadcasting industries.

• Bill Hamilton has been appointed
eastern regional sales manager for
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.'s prolessional products division. He will supervise all sales activities for JBL professional products in the Northeast,
Mid-Atlantic states and the Southeast.
Prior to joining JBL, Hamilton held a
variety of key executive and sales management positions in pro audio, including
president of I, & H Sound Recording
Studios, marketing vice-president lor
Gateh Electronics, and most recently,
eastern regional sales manager lor
Scully Dictaphone C orporation.

0
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• Phil Sun has been appointed national
service manager of Otari Corporation,
San Carlos, CA the U.S. branch of the
international tape recorder manufacturing company. Sun comes to Otari
from Accurate Sound Corporation
where he was vice president of manufacturing. Otari selected Sun for this key
position because of his extensive experience in the repair and modification of all
brands of professional tape recorders and
his design skills in tape duplicator
manufacturing.

• Studiomedia Enterprises Incorporated
has opened an innovative recording
complex in Evanston, Illinois. The new
facility has a state-of-the-art 24-track
studio, an 8, 4 and 2-track production,
and a live room shared by both control
rooms. The studios are built around a
revolutionary design that places the
engineer, producer in the optimum
position for monitoring the most direct
sound. The studio, designed by Jerry
Milam of IVlilam Audio, is one of the
few studios in the country currently
employing this design. 1 he entire space
was built for comfort and prime working
conditions, with a kitchen, shower,
lounge, conference room and offices.
Equipment includes MCI tape machines.
Neotek console, Dolby A noise reduction
and UREI monitor systems. Instruments
include the new Baldwin SE-10 7-toot
concert grand, full drum set. Rhodes
stereo 88, and synthesizers.

• Listenl'p Professional Division reports they produced a live show March
26th featuring "38 Special." The concert
was broadcast to fifteen FM radio
stations across the United States and
recorded 16 track in their new control
room at the Rainbow Music Hall. The
concert will first be released on a limited
broadcast disk. Engineering was handled
by Norm Simmer and with Thomas Lang
assisting. Some other broadcast recordings to date are; Sue Saad and the Next,
Rachael Sweet, Stillwater, The Cretones.
The Fools, Angel City, and Elvin Bishop.

• MeMartin Industries, Inc. recently
announced the appointment of two new
operations managers. Robert J. Anderman has been appointed director of
domestic operations. He formerly served
as broadcast sales manager for MeMartin.
Anderman first joined MeMartin in
1976. Ron Briggs has been promoted by
MeMartin to director of international
operations. He first joined the company
in 1979 as international contract and
sales administrator. He will supervise all
overseas marketing. Briggs brings to the
job an extensive background in foreign
sales.
www.americanradiohistory.com

• BASF Systems has promoted Robert
Donadio to Director of Research and
Development. Donadio had been employed by BASF as manager of their
technical development department. He
developed BASF's 8-track lubricated
tape formulation and. more recently, an
improved tape formulation known as
DPS. He has also supervised the beginning phase of Flexydisk and video tape
production as well as the implementation
of advanced computer tape formulations.
Donadio joined the company in 1964.

• dbx. Inc. of Newton. Mass. and
Crystal Clear Records of San Francisco
have announced plans to issue albums
from the Crystal Clear catalog in the dbx
Encoded Disc format. The initial offering
of dbx Encoded Discs will include
Volumes 1 and 11 of Sonic Fireworks
(a collection of music for organ, brass
and percussion). New Directions by
Laurindo Almeida and Taj Mahal Live.
The dbx process virtually eliminates
record surface noise while reproducing
the full dynamic range captured on the
master tape. Coupled with a proper
decoder, the discs can be played through
any stereo system.

• Anixter-Pru/an has announced the
appointment of Cal Edinger who previously was sales manager in St. Louis,
to manager of the St. Louis District.
Cal joined Anixter three years ago after
previous experience in the Communications Division of Graybar Electric.

• Earth Audio Techniques, Inc., is a
16-track MCI recording studio located
in North Ferrisburg, Vermont, in a
renovated barn on 26 acres of beautiful
countryside. Engineers Mike Couture
and Chas Eller have recently completed work on the debut LP of jazz
group, Kilimanjaro, of which Chas is the
keyboard player. Other projects include
a new offering from The Davis Brothers
whose single: "Looking for the Money"
proved to be a large hit in England. Also,
Mary McCaslin's latest album "Sunny
California" was recorded at Earth
Audio's facilities.

We have on hand what you have in mind.
We had you in mind when we designed our PM-2000 mixer. That's why this is the
mixer that more than meets your performance expectations. .And feels the way you want it
to feel.
The layout is simple and uncluttered. Yet the PM-2000 is sophisticated, versatile,
and rugged. It's been proven equally adept in broadcast and recording, both at fixed
installations and on the road.
With 5-position, 4-band eq, and six independent sends on all 32 inputs (24 channels
also availablel, plus a full-function 14x8 matrix, the PM-2000 has earned a reputation
as the consummate console. Distortion and noise specs are as low as much more
expensive studio consoles.
Write to PO. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622 for complete information. We're
confident that the more you know about the PM-2000, the moreyou'll
realize it's the mixer you have in mind. And the PM-2000 is
available at select Yamaha dealers now. So you can have
it in hand, right away

Circle II on Reader Service Card
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©YAMAHA

TOP-OF-THE-UNE PERFORMANCE
IN A 2 OR 4 TRACK RECORDER.
When your mastering job requires a lot
of performance, the Ampex ATR-100 is
your logical choice. The ATR-100 has
the same unsurpassed ATR series
electronics and tape transport system
found in the most advanced multitrack
recorder on the market today, our new
ATR-124. You get sound quality for
mastering and playback unmatched by
any competitive recorder.
Features and specs you'd expect
from Ampex. You also find specifications that have made the ATR-100 a
recognized standard of excellence for
the industry. Extremely low distortion.

exceptional electronic headroom, low
wow and flutter, and phase corrected
record equalization pushes the performance of any tape to its maximum.
And that means better sounding
results.
When time is of the essence,
ATR-100 gives you more time.
ATR-100's quick start and stop transport time lets you go from rewind
(2400 ft. in under 45 seconds) to play
mode in 4.8 seconds. And up to 20 cue
locations can be programmed onto
the tape with the optional multi-point
search-to-cue accessory for addi-

tional creative time savings. The transport system of the ATR-100 is unsurpassed by any competitive model in
terms of accuracy and precision. Feature after feature that makes outstanding performance an everyday occurrence. The Ampex ATR-100. Contact
your Ampex sales representative for
complete details.
AMPEX MAKES IT EXCITING
Ampex Corporation
Audio-Video Systems Division. 401 Broadway
Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367-2011
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